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Abstract
Since the publication of "America in Ruins" in 1981 the debate about whether the infrastructure systems of the
United States is falling apart faster than it is being replaced, has kept the attention of many practitioners and
researchers. Although there is no clear answer to the question, what seems to be certain is that infrastructure
management needs to improve its processes and bring innovation to various fields of the practice.
These improvements include a range of steps, from diversifying the delivery strategies used by public jurisdictions
and attracting private capital into the maintenance and improvement of infrastructure networks, to the tools
employed to analyze the needs and availability of resources to actually do the job.
This thesis tries to clarify the challenges faced in infrastructure systems management and to dig deeper in some key
point of special interest to the author.
In the first part the basic issues related to infrastructure systems management are reviewed such as maintenance and
operations, looking with more detail at condition-based maintenance, and capital investment process, and focusing
on the capital investment process in public administrations, and the delivery strategy at the portfolio level.
Then, in the second part, the tools intended to help managing infrastructure systems are analyzed, from the
conceptual point of view and also from a more close real approach through the presentation of current mathematical
developments for modeling maintenance and maintenance plus improvement problems. Also, a review of four
specific systems (a pavement management system, Pontis, the British bridge management system, and Choices) is
presented.
Finally, I present my conclusions about issues related to infrastructure systems management and, more specifics, to
management systems for infrastructures.
Thesis Supervisor: John B. Miller
Title: Associate Professor, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering
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1. Introduction
This chapter reviews the causes that led me to write this thesis as well as the environment under
which it took place.
1.1. Background
During the spring term of 1999 the Infrastructure Systems Development Research group (ISDR)
at the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology conducted a research on the application of CHOICES' in the town of Medford.
During the stage of gathering data we realized that there were serious gaps regarding the way
data was recorded and with the data itself - what data was gathered.
My first research effort focused on how a technician or a decision-maker chooses the
maintenance projects that should be included in the portfolio for further consideration with
CHOICES. After a couple of months of conducting research on that topic, it came clear that it
was a task out of the scope of a master's thesis. Then I started to look at different elements
involved in the management of infrastructure systems. I found a field of incredible innovation,
but knowledge is scattered, and developments are progressing in several different, sometimes
even conflicting, ways.
That is how I reached the subject of tools for management of infrastructure systems. So I will try
to put some order on the state of the art and make some conclusions on the advances that are
taking place.
Firstly let us review the scope of the thesis and the context where infrastructure systems are
being managed. This review is necessary since many of the current and future development of
computer based tools are direct effects of the issues that managers and decision-makers face
today.
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1.2. Scope
This thesis is aimed at infrastructure systems management at town and city levels. By
infrastructure systems every one shall understand the set of people, assets, and policies that
provide these services to a city or town. Among those I include are traffic, water supply and
other utilities, wastewater, rainwater, power, transportation, etc. This is not an exhaustive or a
limiting list of services; in fact each city or town decides what services it is willing to provide
for. The point is that we will look at infrastructure systems in a broad way.
In fact, infrastructure is a word, which does not have a well-established definition yet. There are
many different definitions much times responding to the needs of each particular owner. (For an
extensive review of these definitions refer to Zarrilli, 1999.)
What no one can discuss is the importance of infrastructure, whatever definition being used, to
perform human daily activities in industrialized societies. Several studies (Garmlich, 1994;
Hudson, 1997; AASHTO, 1998) have shown the link between infrastructure investment and
economic growth. That is an added value to infrastructure since its main purpose is to provide
the foundation upon which economic activities are performed.
Anyway, the facts and ideas presented in this thesis may be used for other levels of infrastructure
management.
1.3. The Infrastructure Systems Problem
In this part we will review the debate about the deterioration of public infrastructure systems in
industrialized countries (mainly the US), along with proposed solutions and how this leads to the
development of infrastructure management systems (IMS).
IMS are procedures, techniques and/or tools that, partially or along the whole process, help
managers and decision-makers cope with the tasks of managing an infrastructure system.
Professor John B. Miller's software for resource allocation scenarios
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1.3.1. The problem
It has been a long time since the publication of "America in Ruins", the book published in 1981
that opened a debate not closed yet. Its basic argument, the fact that the assets of America's
infrastructure systems are wearing out at a faster pace than renewal happens (Choate, 1981), has
proven to be wrong. Almost twenty years latter, the country still has a working infrastructure.
The book stated that the decaying infrastructure condition was to become a critical bottleneck to
national economic renewal in the same decade (the 80's). Anyway, several authors support the
idea that infrastructure systems condition is getting worse in a broad perspective (Peyebrune,
1997; Haas, 1997; Gohier, 1997; Hudson, 1997; Felbinger, 1997; Schilling, 1997).
Others directly argue that there is no such a threat of infrastructure systems impoverishment. For
instance, Nancy Connery in her article about the 1998 Report Card for America's Infrastructure
(Connery, 1999) points four interesting concepts out. First of all, she talks about the difficulty to
track this question "through a lot of craggy data fields". Second, she reveals the suspicious
relation between much of those reports calling for new federal spending plans and professional
guilds eager for work. Third, she says that between 1985 and 1997 total public investment in
infrastructures has nearly doubled: from about $100 billion (in 1997 dollars) to about $200
billion. The crux of the matter is that while federal spending for that period remained essentially
flat, (a little less than $50 billion), state and local governments steadily increased capital
spending. Fourth, and finally, she highlights the fact that actually about 90% of all public
infrastructure assets are owned and operated by state and local governments.
For instance, a national research study on infrastructure condition sponsored by the Spring Hill
Foundation in the early 80's showed that Midwestern infrastructure, in general, was not in crisis
(Eggum, 1999). Eggum's paper focuses on Saint Paul's situation. The study concluded that Saint
Paul's infrastructure was in fact deemed good, and the investment effort was deemed acceptable.
What is Saint Paul's reinvestment effort? Currently, the replacement value of the facilities
managed by the Public Works Department is assessed to be $3 billion, and the reinvestment
figure is only $40 million per year, which seems moderate, even light. But Saint Paul has
achieved some impressive goals. Streets are reconstructed at a rate that will achieve pavement of
all unpaved streets by the year 2012. They have a scheduled sealcoating for all residential streets.
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They have recently completed sewer separation. They are implementing a 20-year sanitary sewer
rehabilitation plan to maintain the sanitary sewer system, which will eventually migrate from
capital funding to ongoing financing (Eggum, 1999).
What seems to be clear after reading a little about the subject is that several major issues related
to infrastructure systems are going on. The most important can be listed as following:
1. Design shortages.
2. Aging systems.
3. New needs.
4. Reduction in traditional sources of funds.
Let us take a closer look at each one of these points.
1.3.1.1. Design shortages
It is a clear fact that a big part of current infrastructure assets were designed for conditions that
have drastically changed. Usually this change has come in the form of an increased intensity of
use (from a less intensive use to a more intensive one).
In a country such as the United States where no external factors have led to the replacement of
old systems it is a large list. Even in much of Western Europe, where World War II and other
armed conflicts ravaged the infrastructure systems during the first half of the twentieth century,
this is also true.
For instance, a large amount of the basic highway network was not conceived for the amount of
vehicles passing through as well as the increasing loads of the heaviest trucks (the key factor in
pavement performance).
Another example is the sewage network in many cities. This system has been flooded with the
explosion of urban growth. That fact leads to quick patches many times intended to be
provisional but staying indefinitely.
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Other several examples can be presented but this is not the purpose of this thesis.
So this first problem is basically related to changes in use conditions of infrastructure assets.
1.3.1.2. Aging systems.
This is another issue that might be much more critical in the United States than in other
industrialized countries due to the moment of industrial development and the different historic
conditions, as stated in the previous point.
Anyway, a lot of communities all over the industrialized world are finding that their assets are
reaching and, de facto, exceeding their design life. And with the physical deterioration itself
come other related problems such as lack of information about the technology employed at the
construction time, lack of design documents, etc.
This gap in records could a be major issue when trying to adapt and implement new management
tools that many times require the use of geographical information systems (GIS). The lack of
design data requires then rebuilding the designs entailing large expenses only to get ready. One
could think that deferred maintenance is not an exclusive problem of the physical condition of
the assets themselves. Later, in chapter 7, an extensive review of record keeping will be
presented.
1.3.1.3. New needs.
Obviously we have not reached the end of History, at least when we talk about infrastructure
needs. Societies keep moving forward and added to new technologies for current systems there
are real new needs in infrastructure systems. For instance, optic wiring, digital
telecommunication lines, larger airports, or new touristic infrastructure.
These new infrastructure systems and/or assets are about to compete for funds with the
maintenance and renewal of current ones.
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1.3.1.4. Sources of funding.
All the above issues are topped with the fact that the traditional sources of funds (basically public
agencies) are difficult to expand at the same volume as needed to cover all the required
interventions. Some people say that public funding is decreasing. Others, as seen in Connery's
paper, argue that the only decreasing chunk is the one pouring from the Federal government
(Connery, 1999).
Anyway, aside from whether the public sources of funds are decreasing or not it seems to be
clear that involvement of private capital is needed to meet all the spending that the infrastructure
system's assets (current and new) require.
1.3.2. Solutions.
Researchers and professionals involved with the issues of infrastructure systems management
have identified several possible solutions.
Peyebrune defends that the solution is more money along with implementation of processes to
collect, analyze and act on appropriate data gathered on the infrastructure network. This would
eventually lead to performance-based budgets and the use of management systems as the basis
for efficient programming decisions and capital budgets (Peyebrune, 1997).
Haas also supports the idea of more funding and also asks for political will and commitment to
action, but these are not enough elements to solve what he calls the "infrastructure crisis". To
address the problem technology, skills and management capabilities are required as well as the
previous factors (Haas, 1997).
Gohier sustains the same ideas except that he thinks that the real challenge is less technical than
a management one (Gohier, 1997).
Hudson, Haas and Uddin state that every day management decisions are made based more on
historical behavior than actual needs of the infrastructure network. They believe that public
agencies have not realized the importance of performance evaluation, maintenance programming
and other important factors of successful assets management (Hudson, 1997). This is a very true
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fact regarding small/medium towns and cities. I would add that officials and engineers working
in town and city agencies might have realized this issues but they face such a problem because of
the difficulties (financial, organizational, etc.) for small agencies to implement that kind of tools,
and processes.
Felbinger and Price call for overwhelming innovations in infrastructure. They state three factors
that have led to this need of innovation: first, historically there have been minimal innovations in
public infrastructure; second, today automation and information technology offer the opportunity
to do so; and third, public is increasingly demanding for quality in service (Felbinger, 1997).
Schilling points out that innovation will arise from the challenge presented by getting more for
less. He says there are fewer dollars available to operate and maintain current assets as well as to
build new ones, and that is the driving force for innovation. He sees the challenge in developing
improved methods for recognizing risk and delivering services, while reducing the federal
Government's role in the built environment (Schilling, 1997).
From the above mentioned papers we can extract five main options given to solve the
infrastructure problems:
1. Increases in capital spending
2. Innovative technologies.
3. Improve the operational efficiency.
4. New approach for government involvement (funds, regulations, control)
5. Development of new management and control systems (automation and information
technology)
Each author has presented solutions based on one or more of these five concepts. These concepts
can be melted in two more general ideas:
1. New sources of funds
2. Better management of current and procurement of new assets.
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Under new sources of funds we can now either think about new appropriations of funds by any
instance of the government or about bringing in private money to procure some of the services
the infrastructure systems are intended to provide for.
Under better management of assets we can include new ways to gather information (such as
automated devices constantly monitoring an asset) as well as new tools leading to efficient
allocation of resources or playing with the different opportunities given by a broad range of
delivery methods.
1.3.2.1. Better Management of Current Assets
In the development of engineering knowledge there are two paths starting at the level of those
processes that we can see, analyze, and understand without help from highly developed tools.
The first one that already began in the last century is to understand what happens at a
microscopic level. It is what we know as mechanics of materials and it allowed to perform
technical improvements at a project level. The second started with the development of highly
complex and interconnected infrastructure networks. It is the management of our infrastructure
systems. The involved processes are very complex and generate enormous amounts of data. The
management of infrastructure network began in industrialized countries several decades ago with
the construction of railroad and road networks, power supply lines, water supply mains and
wastewater sewers. The management of these assets has not been easy, though. Only the
automation and computing technologies have provided the tools that shall allow in a not far-
from-now future to deal methodically and efficiently with this problem. Right now, though, we
find ourselves at the beginning of the development of those tools that will help us to better
approach the management of infrastructure systems.
Automation developments have brought the chance to record several inputs in a continuos or
periodic way. For sure, in a much more frequent periodicity than human record gathering. As a
sample, the extension of traffic volume monitoring followed the development of electromagnetic
devices.
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The first step of computers to help manage infrastructure was the development of CAD software
and relational databases. CAD software was the key to have an easy interface between the
computer and our inner (mental) representation schemes of the physical reality. Relational
databases opened the possibility to store big amounts of data in different niches but keeping the
ties linking each input to others; a very difficult feature in hard copy-databases.
The addition of these two computer applications led to the second step: the development of
geographic information systems (GIS). GIS software allows linking the computer based record
of a geographic element to a database input. From hereon we can manipulate the data stored and
represent it in a user-friendly way. The path is not over though.
The next and third step has been the development of partial management system tools as
pavement management systems (PMS) or bridge management systems (BMS). These two
systems are the most developed fields when talking about management tools, maybe because
highway/road networks involve the biggest agencies in any country/state. Anyway, there are
some other fields where such tools are being also developed. For instance, references have been
found about airport management systems and building management systems.
The following and fourth step is the first attempts to melt PMS and BMS to create integrated
highway management systems. And references can be found that the trend is spreading to many
different infrastructure systems.
The final step up to today would be the assembly of several infrastructure management systems
in an integrated management system for agencies or government levels such as towns, cities or
state/federal agencies.
At the end, those kinds of tools should allow a better decision making when limited resources
need to be allocated. The underlying idea is to provide a methodical base upon which build
efficient decisions and budgets improving today's decision-making processes.
Better allocation of funding resources is not only about efficient budgets. These efficient budgets
may create a new source of funding that will be able to increase maintenance or capital spending
rehearsing the too common-too bad deferred maintenance
15
1.4. Thesis Organization
The thesis is organized in two clusters of information. The first one includes those chapters
devoted to infrastructure systems management (ISM). Chapter 2 is the introduction to part I. In
chapter 3 there is a review of maintenance concepts. Then chapter 4 deals deeply with condition-
based maintenance, the latest strategy to approach maintenance with a proactive attitude. Then in
chapter 5 we will look at basic concepts of capital investment such as basic issues, current
methods used to compare alternatives and at the end of the chapter a special focus on the capital
investment process in governments with emphasis on urban jurisdictions. The last chapter
included in part I, chapter 6, presents another analytical method that can help decision-makers to
better understand where they stand and what their opportunities are with regard to funding
possibilities.
The second part is a specific review of various fields of infrastructure management systems.
Chapter 7 reviews the history, current, and future trends of infrastructure management systems,
and presents two specific models for infrastructure management problems. Later, in chapter 8,
three cases are reviewed as examples of what has, and is currently being done.
Finally, conclusions about infrastructure systems management and the development of
infrastructure management systems are exposed to encourage further analysis and discussion
about the topics of this thesis.
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PART I. Infrastructure Systems Management
2.Introduction to Part I
The management of an infrastructure system can be divided into two essential tasks (see figure
2.1):
1. Operation and maintenance of current network assets
2. Planning and capital projects.
The tasks included under the operations and maintenance (O&M) label are those related with
providing the service the infrastructure system is built for, as well as those related with keeping
the physical status and performance of current assets in a certain condition.
The other essential task includes the forecast of trends, assessment of system extensions, and
planing of capital projects. It is quite usual to see these two tasks in separate offices, even
agencies, despite the fact that the edge between them can be very difficult to draw.
Figure 2.1. Essential scheme of infrastructure management tasks
Infrastructure Systemn Management
feedback on
feedback on capital needs
activities to be
undertaken Operation & Maintenance Planning and development
of current assets of capital projects
information
exchange
One of the basic issues arising from this separation of tasks is how the necessary information
flow between branches occurs. Sometimes it can be direct between the two parts, but often it is
not. In fact O&M is very standard in any infrastructure system, but planning and capital projects
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can be organized in several different ways. The allocation of resources for capital projects is
often a decision held by instances outside the organization itself. So many times, planning is also
conducted by a different organization not responsible of O&M. Other times planning is included
within the organization but the final decision on capital expenditures is still held by outside
authorities.
The whole issue comes out from the fact that capital projects for public infrastructure facilities
are almost always decided by political instances or offices assigned to specifically manage them.
One may argue that this makes the decision less, or not at all, efficient, but on the other hand
there are two powerful arguments to back this model.
The first is that often infrastructure systems projects are direct consequence of a society model,
so it has to be a political decision.
The second derives from the first; someone has to represent the chosen model, which is
translated in specific criteria for project selection. Also, someone has to be responsible for
deciding which projects are built and which not.
Wrapping up, infrastructure systems management is an activity quite easy to dissect in theory but
very difficult in real practice.
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3.Operations & Maintenance
Although operation of infrastructure systems is a large field for computer-based tools, it seems
that these are not too tied to the physical state and performance of the assets. They are little
related to the issues of maintenance and capital budgets and activities, so they are kept as a
different field of practice. So, from here on, the focus will be on maintenance.
Right now the attention of infrastructure management systems seems to focus on condition and
performance evaluation and then decision support based on the outcome from that.
3.1. What Is Maintenance and What Are Its Goals
Maintenance, in general, means preserving or keeping an asset in a specified operating condition.
In case of failure it needs to be restored to the same specified operating condition, otherwise
replaced. Thus, maintenance can be defined as the set of activities that lead to preserving an asset
in a specified operating condition, restoring it, or realizing the need of replacement.
Performing maintenance tasks requires the use of resources such as manpower, spare parts,
equipment, tools, facilities, etc. The availability and utilization of these resources are of prime
importance.
As told previously, maintenance is the set of tasks devoted to keep an asset in a determined
condition. This is a very broad definition, but it has to be since different infrastructure systems
have different ways to understand maintenance. For instance, in road systems it is common to
understand maintenance as the tasks required to keep the assets above certain condition level,
below it the asset is no longer useful because of different reasons (safety, serviceability). But, for
example, for sewage systems maintenance is too often understood as keeping the system working
without worrying too much about its physical condition.
In fact, as sad as it can be, maintenance standards and/or strategies are often determined by
whether the asset is viewed by the general public or not.
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One important concept that should always be kept in mind is the fact that maintenance is not a
process which reverses deterioration but retards it. Beyond maintenance there are other major
works which can be divided into rehabilitation (restoration or improvement of the asset), and
reconstruction (it also alters the current physical reality of the asset). Anyway, when we talk
about operations and maintenance we usually refer to these major works, too.
The objectives of maintenance ought to be linked to the overall organization's ones. Therefore,
the objective is to maximize the profitability or performance (depending on the goals of the
provider of the service) of the infrastructure system by performing activities which maintain
assets in, or return them to an acceptable condition. Performing such activities will extend the
useful life of the assets. So the principal objectives of maintenance would be:
= To control the availability of the assets at minimum resource cost;
= To extend the useful life of the equipment.
3.2. General Maintenance Planning
Although a specific maintenance planning methodology for infrastructure systems has not been
found, a general maintenance plan is presented.
Maintenance planning ensures consistent and adequate standards, methods and procedures and
develops a means of objectively preparing maintenance programs related to needs and
constraints. The following procedural steps (Jordan, 1979 and 1980) are followed and they are
linked as shown in the flow chart in figure 3.1 (Lay, 1986):
1. Receive policy and finance guidance from headquarters.
2. Establish standards: this determines whether an asset is receiving too little or too much
maintenance, promotes consistent maintenance action and guides maintenance staff.
(Interaction between standards, funding levels and maintenance works can be found in
section 5.2 of Lay, 1986). Standards for maintenance fall into two categories:
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a. Quality standards defining levels of asset defects at which maintenance action is
justified
b. Performance standards listing typical crew sizes, plant and materials and relating
these resources to work methods, outputs and costs.
3. Monitor the condition of the existing network by periodical inspections and compare it with
quality standards and future construction programs to assess needs.
4. Plan and budget for a forward program to meet needs with available funds. Field staff selects
actual works one or two years forward based on central management approvals. Planning and
budgeting also establishes the work priority programs and schedules within each year.
5. Manage operations within the plan and budget.
6. Measure, record, report, and cost operations to provide data for future work planning and
expenditure monitoring. The reporting system must capture data on:
a. when and where the maintenance was performed;
b. what activities were undertaken; and
c. what quantities (material volumes, man-hours, plant-hours) were used.
Costing is usually undertaken separately, using the data collected. This stage also allows local
short term monitoring and costing-control to be undertaken (Eacott, 1979).
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Figure 3.1. Maintenance management flow chart.
3.3. Types of Maintenance
Maximizing the availability of an asset can maximize the return of investment on it. Availability
of assets can be defined as the ratio of uptime to the sum of uptime and downtime. When an asset
is down it results in loss of performance of the service, which can be also understood as a loss of
revenue.
The cost of downtime is an indirect cost. On the other hand, performing a maintenance activity
requires using resources; thus maintenance tasks entail direct costs. The total maintenance cost is
the sum of direct maintenance costs, and indirect costs. As the level of performing maintenance
tasks increases, the direct costs increase. Also the costs due to failures decrease. So there is a
trade-off between the maintenance costs and their benefits. The optimal level of maintenance
will be the one minimizing the total cost of maintenance.
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There are two basic approaches to maintenance (Jordan, 1980):
1. A basic approach in which the aim is to avoid both over-maintenance and rapid
deterioration of the network; and
2. A systems approach, which assesses needs and then predicts funding levels from an
analysis of the network behavior and past expenditure.
There are three basic maintenance strategies divided by mode of management (Jordan, 1980):
corrective maintenance, time scheduled maintenance, and predictive or condition based
maintenance. They appeared one after the other and they respond to consecutive steps trying to
optimize the problem of maintenance and its cost.
3.3.1. Corrective maintenance
Corrective maintenance is a reactive approach, and it means that maintenance or replacement of
the asset (or parts from it) only takes place after a serious failure prevents the asset to perform as
it should, either in serviceability or safety terms. Such an approach also can be the result of the
inappropriate application of other maintenance strategies.
This strategy is quite appropriate in cases of low capital value assets whose failure does not have
significant consequences in terms of either safety or serviceability. It is also very common in
systems where there are very few downtime windows, in other words, when an intensive use
forbids proactive approaches.
The maintenance-related costs of this strategy are usually high because:
- The time required is usually higher than for other maintenance types because the cause of
failure needs to be identified, and then the parts have to be repaired or replaced. Thus the
indirect costs rise.
" Damage is, or can be caused to other parts/assets as a consequence of failure.
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3.3.2. Scheduled/Preventive maintenance
This is the traditional approach other than corrective maintenance. As well as the next strategy
(condition based maintenance), it is a proactive approach. Asset maintenance is scheduled on a
calendar or time operating basis, and is performed irrespective of the condition of the asset. The
intervals between planned maintenance actions are based on designer/constructor
recommendations and/or from actual operating experience and maintenance observations, and
are supposed to give a high probability that maintenance will be carried out before the
occurrence of any failure. The main goal is to prevent catastrophic failure while achieving
'reasonable' asset usage.
A typical result of this strategy is to reach a level of 'over-maintenance'. In other words, since
the occurrence of most failures is random, the way to reduce the probability of failure is to carry
out more maintenance than strictly necessary.
Preventive maintenance is appropriate when the highest level of integrity is required, perhaps for
safety reasons. Also, when monitoring techniques are unproven, it is the only alternative to
corrective maintenance. Finally, when the cost of monitoring is too high, scheduled maintenance
may be the necessary approach.
3.3.3. Condition-based maintenance
Predictive or condition based maintenance is when maintenance actions are determined and
planned from an assessment of assets condition. In this way, safe shutdown of an asset or part of
the system can be achieved before a failure occurs, thus preventing consequential damage and
unplanned operations interruption. The success of such a strategy relays on the availability of
condition monitoring techniques that will give a reliable indication on when intervention is
required.
In general, the factors for determining the optimum strategy will be different for different assets.
For an entire network, all three maintenance strategies will usually be employed. For some parts
of the system a combination of time scheduled and condition-based maintenance will be the most
cost-effective strategy. For others, corrective maintenance will just be fine. It is important to
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highlight the fact that condition based maintenance alone is not the most intelligent approach to
maintenance for an infrastructure system as a whole. Instead, a combination of the three above-
mentioned strategies will suit best. The reason is that total system predictive maintenance is not
economically or technically viable.
In the following chapter we will dig deeper in condition-based maintenance because it is the
strategy that requires gathering and processing large amounts of data and which might not be
possible without information technology developments.
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4.Condition Based Maintenance
The great boom on infrastructure management systems is happening since the computer and
information technologies are wide spread. The possibility of gathering and processing large
amounts of data has opened the opportunity to apply proactive approaches to problems.
Condition-based maintenance or scenario generation for capital investment decisions would not
be available without those capabilities.
There are risks associated to this process, though. Condition monitoring is a rapidly evolving
technology. There are a lot of companies marketing their latest methods and discoveries. The
danger for maintenance managers is to be led into a technology trap; believing that purchase of
the latest and most advanced system will bring in higher savings. The reality, though, may be to
undertake condition monitoring for its own sake, and the result is a huge amount of data that
nobody has time to interpret effectively. Furthermore, the activities of condition monitoring itself
carry significant associated costs, both in terms of initial purchase and set up and on-going
operation and support.
So the cost savings of these procedures must exceed the costs of condition monitoring if
condition based maintenance is to be a viable mean of increasing efficiency and/or profitability.
To ensure that the condition monitoring is effective it has to:
1. Be driven by financial, operational or safety requirements, not by technology.
2. Produce useable information on assets condition, not just data.
Thereafter, the information provided by condition monitoring must be used effectively in the
maintenance planning process.
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4.1. Condition Based Program
In the next paragraphs we will see the stages of a typical project where a condition-monitoring
program is being designed. When condition monitoring is introduced for an existing system the
early stages described may not apply.
This program was originally presented by Eastwood and it is intended for factory type activities
rather than infrastructure (Eastwood, 1992). Since I did not find a systemic development of a
condition-based maintenance plan for infrastructure systems I thought that this one could provide
a guideline. Anyway, there are elements in it that hardly could be adapted to infrastructure
systems. For instance, automation of processes, either monitoring or assessment, is more difficult
for infrastructure assets, so they usually require human involvement.
By combining this condition-based maintenance program, with the general maintenance plan for
infrastructure systems seen above (3.2) we will be able to get a methodological approach to
condition-based maintenance programming for infrastructure systems.
4.1.1. Stage 1: the maintenance management plan.
Maintenance is concerned with management of the process of deterioration of assets and thus the
fundamental first step is to formulate a maintenance management plan. This plan will have
stipulated engineering objectives. It should also be viewed as a business plan, with clearly
defined financial objectives. These objectives are essential since they form the basis upon which
strategic planning can be undertaken.
4.1.2. Stage 2: Failure modes and effects analysis.
The next step is to determine where each maintenance strategy will be adopted. In order to
achieve this, we need to undertake a 'Failure Modes and Effects Analysis' to identify the failure
modes which can occur and their effects on the system/asset operation and safety. In general, for
infrastructure systems this will be an engineering task of considerable proportions since the
analysis must consider not only individual part failures but also the consequences of individual
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failure on other parts of the network, either directly or indirectly. The outcome should produce a
categorization and identification of critical failure modes and then enable the selection of the
technically appropriate maintenance strategies.
Where failure modes directly affect safety issues (asset or user's safety) the overriding criteria
are the achievement of zero failures and maximum availability of emergency equipment. The
maintenance program must therefore include whatever is necessary to achieve this objective,
including redesign and replacement, and there is little scope to reduce the associated costs.
Where safety is not an issue but the failure modes affect the operating capability of the system
the consequence is a loss of the profitability/serviceability. At one end over maintaining will
increase costs and can also introduce related unreliability. At the other end, insufficient
maintenance will increase the incidence of failures and associated loss of revenue. Clearly the
optimum strategy will be based on achieving maximum availability for minimum net cost by the
application, where possible, of condition based maintenance. Fundamental to this strategy is the
technical viability of condition monitoring.
The next step is to identify those faults that can be detected by condition monitoring and the
associated monitoring techniques required. This process should also try to identify those faults
that cannot be detected by condition monitoring. The focus must always be on those parameters
which are sensitive to fault initiation and progression.
If technically feasible, the ultimate justification for condition monitoring should come from a
cost/benefit analysis that considers monitoring and maintenance costs, failure probabilities and
the costs of failures. This will estimate the potential cost savings achieved by condition based
maintenance compared to time scheduled maintenance.
For small parts of the system corrective maintenance will be enough. Other parts will require
either time scheduled or condition based maintenance. Finally some key points of the network
may require a combination of both, time scheduled and condition based maintenance.
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4.1.3. Stage 3: Development of condition monitoring system requirements.
For those elements of the system for which condition monitoring is both technically and
financially feasible the next stage is to develop the detailed condition monitoring system
requirements to achieve the stage 1 objectives. This must consider the following issues:
- Elements and fault specific parameters to be monitored
- On-line/off-line elements
" Sensor fits
- Data acquisition and signal processing requirements
m Data management and reporting
- Operator interface
- External data communications
The condition monitoring system will provide maximum sensitivity to fault initiation and
development for those parameters assessed against a corresponding baseline or reference level.
Then the system should store data at a regular interval, process them and provide an automatic
forecast of any impending alerts.
From the evolving condition monitoring system design it will be possible to estimate purchase
and operating costs and then feed these back into the cost/benefit analysis. The final output from
stage 3, should be a detailed functional specification for the condition monitoring system.
4.1.4. Stage 4: condition monitoring system set-up and commissioning.
This stage is concerned with the procurement, testing, and commissioning of the condition
monitoring system. The functional specification for the condition monitoring system arising from
stage 3 will feature enough flexibility to individually configure the acquisition and processing for
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each monitored parameter. This will provide the ability to tailor each parameter to provide
maximum fault sensitivity.
4.1.5. Stage 5: implementation and integration with maintenance control system.
The condition monitoring system must be integrated with the maintenance control system and
not operated in isolation.
One of the intended functions of the condition monitoring system is to provide information to
maintenance organization, which allows modification of planned maintenance schedules with
confidence. It is the deferral of such planned preventive activities, which will provide a reduction
in maintenance costs.
All the results achieved by undertaking condition-monitoring maintenance should be fed back
into the maintenance control system. This is the way to avoid operating the condition monitoring
system in an isolate manner. Associated refinement of the maintenance strategy will ensure
maximum cost effectiveness.
4.2. Condition Assessment
Condition assessment is the previous step before decision-making on which maintenance
activities should be undertaken. So the output from condition assessment should not be just a
bunch of data measuring several parameters about an asset. It should be clear information
allowing further analysis or decision making. That means condition assessment is not just the
process of retrieving data about an asset's condition (properly, this is condition monitoring) but it
also includes processing the data gathered and producing understandable and meaningful
information.
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4.3. Condition Based Maintenance and Condition Assessment for
Infrastructure Systems
Condition based maintenance is a recent strategy for infrastructure systems management. The
complexity of these systems keeps the development of specific processes behind the ones for
other engineering fields such as machinery or building maintenance. This complexity lays
basically on two elements; one is the geographic spread of much of these systems (think about
the federal highways network). The second is the amount and difficulty to measure of the
involved parameters. If we want to monitor the condition of a bridge system we may find a lot of
different parameters that need to be monitored. Some of these parameters will be difficult to
assess because of physical barriers (think how hard can be monitoring the corrosion of
reinforcing bars in a busy highway bridge). So these requires the development of sound
processes that many times require complex developments, with extended trial-and-error tests,
and requiring a lot of feedback to refine the program.
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5.Capital Investments
In this chapter we will review the process of capital investment decision-making, and related
issues.
5.1. The Capital Investment Process
The capital investment on infrastructure systems is a part of socioeconomic planning. In this
context socioeconomic planning is the consideration of alternative solutions to a problem with a
view to deciding on a course of action in the future (Steiner, 1980). The solutions may be of one
of the following three types. First, they may be mutually exclusive, as different locations for a
highway connecting two cities. We will not build more than one highway to solve the problem,
thus each alternative excludes the others. Second, they may be independent, as the case of a
priority list of highways to be constructed by an agency. In this case the resources available to
complete the entire list are not enough. We need to examine and evaluate the alternatives with a
methodology to make a decision on what projects will be build. Third, the projects may be
interdependent, that is, performing one requires the construction of other.
By investment we usually understand an addition to the supply of facilities provided to satisfy a
demand. Supply involves cost, both construction -or first cost- and operation and maintenance
cost. Demand implies that someone receives satisfaction from the investment and its upkeep.
That means that someone benefits from the investment. It seems sound to require that cost and
benefit of an investment must be related somehow. We need to formulate a method or rule to
prescribe the relation between cost and benefit in order to decide whether the investment should
be made or not.
The common accepted rule is that benefits must exceed the costs in order to justify an
investment. Since the economic life of the investment is not instantaneous, we need to assess the
future to be able to describe the costs and benefits. So comparison takes place between a stream
of costs and benefits spread over several years.
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The advisability of making an investment implies choice, and choice implies choosing between
at least two alternatives. So we must compare one stream of benefits and costs with at least
another one. But there is always that at-least-another option which is maintaining the status quo,
or the option of not doing the investment. To compare and decide which alternative will be best
we need to define "best", develop the costs and benefits of each alternative over its lifecycle,
assume that these benefits and costs will appear over time, and compare the alternatives
according to some methodology.
5.1.1. Public and Private Investments
Public investments, as we already know, are largely in infrastructure systems. Private
investments are largely industrial facilities or real estate developments. Private investments are
usually analyzed from a private perspective, and that means that the works of the price system
are accepted as a proper indicator of costs and benefits. Public sector investments are made with
the point of view of the society as a whole, so sometimes they require adjustments to the prices
arising form the price system.
It is not in the scope of this thesis to explain the price system and how it works. (For a complete
and deep study of it refer to Steiner, 1980.)
Another difference in public sector investments is the political judgement involved. This factor is
key to public investments and public project analysis is often made only to support, or facilitate,
political decisions.
5.1.2. Social Costs and Benefits
Social costs and benefits are not only made in terms of money and money only. Other
consequences of a course of action exist that are not usually conceived in terms of money. A
very good example is the air pollution that came as a cost of the urban freeways in many cities.
These types of consequences are known as externalities. They can be recreational, political,
social, or aesthetic in nature.
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Much of these externalities are very hard to assess in a study. Yet it is necessary to express them
in other than words if they are to be given a right place and importance.
For a rigorous approach to evaluation of externalities refer to Steiner, 1980 part III.
5.1.3. Economic Decisions
Let us now address some aspects of logical economic decision making which affect particularly
to investment in capital goods.
5.1.3.1. Criteria for Decisions
When making decisions about alternative courses of action clearly understood criteria are
necessary. These criteria can't be too generic as the seriously proposed "The greatest good for
the greatest number". That kind of statement gives no method to make a sound decision between
several alternatives.
Relevant objectives ought to be defined, then we need to predict the effect of each alternative
course of action on these objectives. The alternative that affects these objectives best is the one
to be chosen. For instance, if we are trying to decide between two types of passenger buses for an
urban transport company the alternative courses of action might be buy one or another type of
buses. Let us say that the company's objective is to maximize the profit each year. The criterion
of choice is then the effect of buying one type or the other on the future profits of the company
during the economic life of the equipment.
Not to forget, objectives may be multiple, alternatives many and not necessarily mutually
exclusive, and consequences difficult to assess.
At this point the need to base decisions on consequences of alternatives over a period of time is
stressed. The alternatives with the best results will be the preferred ones. And the only way to
express them in a meaningful way is in terms of objectives. Many times, when objectives are
simple and clear, it is tempting to base decisions on a hunch, thus without considering any
consequences.
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5.1.3.2. Recognizing All Alternatives
It is fundamental not to forget any alternative during the preliminary studies. Loosing the best
alternative may result in the waste of large amounts of society's resources. It seems difficult to
avoid forgetting some alternatives and the best advice to analysts is to spend a fair amount of
time and resources at the beginning of the study. At the beginning of the final report a discussion
of the alternatives considered during that stage should be included, stating the reasons why some
alternatives were further considered and others were not.
5.1.3.3. Consequences Over Time
Previously stress was put on the fact of assessing the consequences of the courses of action over
a period of time. But how can we compare consequences two years from now with consequences
ten years from now? Every one would agree that a good thing that happens today is better than a
good thing that happens a year from now. The same occurs with money. Everyone will prefer
cashing $1000 today than doing it a year from now. So we need to recognize the time value of
money and its consequences, and we need some way to equalize the consequences of a course of
action over time.
5.1.3.4. Tracing Consequences and Systems Analysis
Economic consequences can be far-reaching. So tracing them to include them in an analysis may
require a tremendous, even sometimes impossible, effort. Anyway, the farthest we trace them the
smaller the effects are. So, on the other hand, we need to delimit the field of influence we will
assess.
Systems analysis is partly concerned with this tracing of consequences. We outline the limits of a
system and trace the effects and interdependencies of a course of action. Neglect of this system
viewpoint has caused enormous problems in Los Angeles where freeways were built without
worrying about system effects, and the results were immediate congestion, uncontrolled urban
growth, air pollution, and a large list of other undesirable effects.
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The key point here, however, is to trace all the relevant effects whether they are desirable or not.
5.1.3.5. Planning Horizons
When talking about the future one needs to state how far into that future he intends to look. A
planning horizon must be established.
Planning horizon which refer to investments ought to be based somehow on the time the
investment will be useful. The possible life, or technical life, of an investment is usually much
longer than its economic life. The economic life of an investment is defined as the period over
which society, or some part of it, experiences benefit or cost from it.
So the time frame over which we should assess the consequences of a course of action is the
economic life of the alternative.
For instance, although technical life of many American highways may be unlimited (with proper
maintenance) the average economic life is 20 years. So this is the period over which
consequences are usually investigated.
5.1.3.6. Differential Consequences
When comparing alternative courses of action only the differences are relevant to a decision
between them. Those elements of alternatives that are the same do not enter into the decision
because they are disregarded. They do not make any difference to choose one or another. A
special effect of this rule is that anything that happens prior a decision is made is not important to
that decision: the past is common to all alternatives for the future (Steiner, 1980).
5.1.3.7. With-Without Criterion
When we compare a new alternative versus the present situation we must take great care of
assessing also the consequences of the current condition. It is a quite common error to assume
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that the costs and benefits of the existing alternative will continue unchanged over the rest of its
life.
5.1.3.8. Commensurability
To compare different consequences we need a common unit of measurement to all alternatives.
The most common unit of measure is money. Although there are a lot of consequences that can
hardly be reduced to monetary terms (for instance, the effect of a new machine on worker moral,
or aesthetic impact of a bridge) we need to put the maximum effort in doing so. Some way to
establish a common ground of comparison is required. Otherwise, if important effects cannot be
expressed in common terms, the resulting decision may be incorrect.
5.1.3.9. Depreciation
It is a common mistake to include depreciation in a before-tax economic analysis. Depreciation,
as any other element, should only be included in the analysis if it has consequences on future
flows of cash. But depreciation is simply a reflection of a sunk cost (a cost incurred in the past)
that appears on the accountant's books. So this is an accounting practice which does not reflect
the fact that once bought, the cost of an asset becomes a sunk cost. Anyway, depreciation must
be included in after-tax analysis because the tax laws of many countries consider it an expense
that may be deducted from taxable incomes. In this case depreciation does have an effect on
future costs.
Public sector analysis should never include depreciation since public agencies do not pay taxes.
5.1.3.10. Opportunity Cost
Opportunity cost is the benefit lost by choosing one alternative rather than another. It is the cost
of a lost opportunity. When we consider mutually exclusive alternatives, an opportunity cost is
incurred because by definition one alternative excludes the other. If a city decides to keep
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running its own water supply system rather than contracting it out, the opportunity cost is the
loss of funds resulting from the sale of the facilities involved.
5.1.4. The Analyst's Viewpoint
Viewpoint is the institutional (either public or private) position that the analyst takes in relation
to the project under consideration. The analyst must establish a line around the institution he
works for and evaluate as a cost any adverse consequence that goes out and as a benefit any
favorable consequence crossing inwards. So the viewpoint of the analyst will affect heavily the
relevance of an effect crossing the boundary. For instance, limit crossing for a city's analyst can
be just an inner trade-off between two institutions for a federal analyst, thus being without
relevance as either cost or benefit.
Therefore, it is of the utmost importance that the analyst has a clear idea of where he (or the
institution he works for) stands in the economy, for his position determines the costs and benefits
to consider.
5.1.5. Consequences over Time
As previously told benefits and costs appear in the future at different points in time. We also
encountered the concept of time value of money. Let us now review it a little more in detail.
A $1000 now is worth more than $1000 one year from now because, putting any other
consideration -as inflation- aside, you can invest that amount at some rate of interest and get
more than the future $1000 offered. So in the following discussions about consequences of
courses of action over time, money is not discounted because of inflation but because its time
value.
There are a couple of assumptions we must accept at this point and before going further. First,
we will assume that the alternatives under scrutiny are mutually exclusive. Second, we accept
that all transactions during a certain year may be accumulated to a single sum at the end of that
year without seriously affecting our calculations.
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The most common methods used to compare money over time are the following ones:
1. Net Present Value
2. Payback Period
3. Benefit to Cost Ratio
4. Rate of Return
These are the most common methods used to compare from an economic viewpoint different
alternatives or opportunities.
5.1.5.1. Basic Formulas
The first basic formula is to know what amount of money F we will get after N years of investing
a sum P at an interest rate of i.
The first year we will get: F = P+P -i = P(1+i)
In the second year the amount producing interest is F1 so after the second year we will get:
F2 = F,(1+i) = P(1+i)2
If we continue this reasoning until the year N we get the following expression:
(1)FN =p(+i)N
Using equation (1) it is easy to find the inverse, the present value of any future payment:
(2)
It is also easy to determine the future amount of money we will get if we invest a certain amount
A at the end of each period during N years (for a detailed formulation of the process to obtain the
equation see Steiner, 1980):
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P = FN .)
1 +1
(1+ i)N _(3)FN = A.
And if we need to know how much money we need to invest each year to obtain a certain future
value:
L 1(4)
A=N (+iN 
_
Finally, we have the equations for continuous equal payments. The present value of equal
payments of A during N years is:
(1+ i)N -_I~ (5)P = ALl' N](5P=1i(1 +i)N 
-
To convert a present payment into a series of equal future payments we just divide equation (5)
by the expression between the brackets. Thus:
A Pi(1 + i) N (6)
1(1+ i)N _
Let us now review each of the four ways to compare alternatives.
5.1.5.2. Net Present Value (NPV)
The NPV method, or figure of merit, seems to be the preferred one for capital investment
decision-making in corporate finance nowadays. Therefore, it should be attentively considered
for public investment decisions. Although public investments goals should not be driven by
profit maximization, not always, it is sound trying to make them as much economically efficient
as possible.
The NPV is the present value, or present worth, of a set of cash flow streams. That is, we have a
collection of costs and benefits spread over a period of time. Then we calculate the total cash
flow for each time unit, that is, benefits minus costs, and we discount them back to their present
values. Finally we subtract the initial investment to get the net present value of the investment.
Its mathematical formulation is quite simple.
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Let C1, C2, ... , CN be the cash flows, benefits minus costs, for the N time units of the study.
Let Co be the initial cash flow, usually it will be costs.
And let r be the discount rate.
Then the NPV of the cash flow is: NPV = Co + NC
il(1 + r)l
Other methods such as annual worth and future worth are algebraic modifications of the above
formulas, so we will skip them. (For a revision of these other figures of merit see Canada, 1980
or Lang, 1993.)
5.1.5.3. Payback
Another common figure to analyze investments is the payback period, which is the number of
years it takes before cumulative forecasted cash flows equal the initial investment. Then it can be
compared to a threshold to get an idea of the attractiveness of the investment. But this should
never be a decision criterion because it does not take into account the total benefit of a project
nor considers the time value of money.
A way to solve this late issue is to discount the cash flows before computing the payback period.
Thus we get the discounted payback period. But it still does not take into account any cash flows
after the cutoff date. So it is inappropriate to compare different alternatives.
5.1.5.4. Benefit/Cost Ratio
The benefit-to-cost rule is as simple as dividing the present value of the benefits by the present
value of the costs and checking if the ratio is greater than 1:
B i
C
This method is useful to qualify a single alternative against the status quo alternative, this is,
doing nothing. It also serves to compare incremental investments for mutually exclusive
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alternatives. The procedure to be followed in that case is to rank the two alternatives starting
with the lower of the two initial investments, then to subtract the consequences of the first
investment from the second and so forth. The resulting flow of consequences should then be
tested using the rule. If the ratio is greater than 1, then the alternative with the larger investment
should be selected. If it is equal to 1, then the decision-maker should be indifferent between the
two alternatives.
Finally, it is not acceptable when we compare multiple alternatives or non-exclusive alternatives.
(For a deeper analysis of this method and the issues associated with, refer to Steiner, 1980.)
5.1.5.5. Rate of Return
This is a controversial figure of merit. Later we will see why. Let us focus now on its definition.
We know that one dollar today is worth more than a dollar tomorrow. So future money has to be
discounted to get its present worth. In order to discount future amounts of money we need to
multiply that future money by a discount factor, which will be a figure less than 1. This discount
factor is expressed as the reciprocal of 1 plus a rate of return:
Discount factor =
1+ r
The rate of return r is the reward that investors demand for accepting delayed payments. This
rate of return is also known as opportunity cost of capital because it is the return forgone by
investing in the project rather than investing anywhere else.
At this point we can see at the rate of return rule:
An investment has to be accepted if it offers rates of return in excess of its opportunity cost of
capital.
But here the problems begin with this method. First of all, we should ask how do we choose the
opportunity cost of capital? The common answer to this question is we should use a minimum
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acceptable rate of return (MARR). And now, again, the question "how do we select the
appropriate MARR?" arises.
In the private sector this is a very complicated and discussed issue. There are methods, such as
the weighted average cost of capital, to estimate MARRs, but there is no final word about it.
For public sector investments, though, the problem is easier. There is a common accepted figure
of 10% as general rule which is based on the average return before taxes so it balances the taxes
that governments can lose when publicly founded projects displace privately funded projects.
Another accepted rule is that public sector project studies should be based on returns that are at
least equal to the cost of borrowing money (for the concerned agency).
Now we have solved one side of the inequality, the one regarding the opportunity cost of capital.
The second big issue with the rate of return rule is that for long-lived projects, and infrastructure
projects surely are, there is no whole satisfactory way of determining the true rate of return. The
best available option is to use the internal rate of return (IRR) which is the rate of return that
makes the NPV zero.
That again is a tricky solution because it is not easy to get the IRR without a computer or
calculator, and moreover, depending on the type of flow streams the inequality does not always
work in the same sense.
(For further analysis on problems about using the rate of return with the IRR refer to Brealey,
1996.)
5.1.5.6. Capital Rationing
When there are several investment opportunities, or several projects to be considered, but there
are also restrictions on some, or all, of the resources -capital, budget for O&M, etc.- we need to
choose between them.
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There are several ways to approach this problem looking for economic efficiency. There are even
many mathematical programming developments which are out of scope for this thesis (refer to
Steiner, 1980 or Bierman, 1992).
Regarding the issues of capital rationing models for infrastructure investments, the most
important objection is that those models are incapable to include the political factor: the fact that
these kinds of investments do require political decisions.
Anyway, capital rationing can be used as a guideline for politicians or as a tool used in early
stages of the infrastructure capital budgeting process.
(For further development of economic study of alternatives -including more detailed
developments, and consideration of issues and problems- refer to Steiner, 1980, Canada, 1980,
and Lang, 1993.)
5.2. The Capital Investment Process in Governments
(The following paragraphs have been extracted from Hatry, 1986)
To manage and acquire fixed assets, many state and local governments use capital budgets and
capital improvement programs. This last one is less common than the first but also quite
common.
A capital budget is the presentation of proposed capital projects from multiple agencies in one
compilation. It is a plan of expenditures for assets with an extended life. Items included change
from one jurisdiction to another, but the general concept of what must be included is common:
infrastructure related assets, original equipment for a new facility, land and major maintenance
(or reposition).
A capital improvement program is a plan for capital items, covering multiple agencies, and at
least one additional year beyond the budget period. It might be seen as a forecast of the capital
budget. It is intended to provide with a broad perspective of infrastructure needs and help plan
needs for additions and renovations. It also helps planning procedures for financing needed
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improvements such as bond requirements. Both capital budgets and capital improvement
programs are important devices when determining the need for long-term financing.
Surveys conducted by the U.S. Office of Management and Budget, the U.S. General Accounting
Office, and the Urban Institute show that bigger jurisdictions are more likely to use these tools
than small ones. Though, there are states which do not use them. Local governments of
populations over 50.000 inhabitants, show a high proportion of use of capital budgets and capital
investment programs.
As stated above, neither all capital budgets nor capital improvement programs list the same kind
of items. Local governments tend to omit two types of capital projects in their capital budgets or
improvement programs. On the one hand, those funded through enterprise funds. On the other
hand, those funded through state or federal funds. When a local counterpart is required they do
include them in the mentioned programs.
There are two fundamental issues associated to capital investment:
1. How the choices for capital budgets and capital improvement programs are made.
2. The extent to which these tools are of use to the governments in making better
choices (and not just an exercise).
5.2.1. The Capital Investment Process
The basic steps in building a capital budget in most state and local governments are the
following:
1. Forms and instructions are sent from a central jurisdiction (for instance, the planning
department or the budget department) to the operating departments.
2. Each operating department submits its capital budget request.
3. Then, a more or less complex process of prioritization is launched resulting in a
tentative capital budget.
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4. This first draft is sent to the chief administrator or chief executive officer for review
prior to transmittal to the legislative body.
5. The legislative body decides the final version of the capital budget.
We see that the process relies heavily on the operating departments. These must provide most of
the basic data about capital proposals, project descriptions, costs and justification. Sometimes
even additional justification is required during the review process.
An interesting element is what departments or offices take an important role during the process.
In 1983 the American Planning Association conducted a survey on approximately 1000 city and
county governments, ranging from small to very large jurisdictions. It found that for the capital
budget process the Office of the Mayor or City Manager was the most common leading agency
followed by the finance/budget office. For the capital improvement program, though, the leading
agency used to be the planning department/commission.
Let us review the role of several players in the process.
5.2.1.1. Operating Departments
Operating departments usually initiate the selection of capital requests. In most jurisdictions,
they provide most of the data about those proposals (project description, costs, and justification).
Sometimes they also provide their own list of priorities as a matter of guide.
A common issue at this stage of the process is that there seems to be little, or none at all,
interaction among operating departments when planning their capital proposals. Exception made
when the need is clear, as for multi-services facilities.
5.2.1.2. Central Staff Offices
The office or agency leading the process usually is responsible for the following activities:
1. Preparing instructions to operating departments, setting the format of the information
that operating agencies should provide along their proposals.
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2. Providing policy guidelines (it can be done in the form of goals, objectives, and
policy statements) and fiscal information to departments.
3. Coordinating the review process.
4. Participating in the review of proposals.
In some governments, the planning department is largely responsible for the priority setting. But
it is more common having it acting as review agency or support agency (suggesting prospective
projects but not involved in the evaluation or priority setting).
Budget offices generally are involved in the selection of capital proposals. Sometimes as the
priority-setting agency or as performer of the final review of an already selected list. The review
of the budget office usually focuses on the availability of funds, the accuracy of cost estimates,
the economic feasibility of the project, and the capacity of the requesting department to complete
the project. Sometimes, the budget office provides funding limits for each operating agency
before the proposal submission, so each agency knows what are they funding limits.
5.2.1.3. Elected Officials
The role of the legislative body differs from one jurisdiction to another. It ranges from a pro
forma review to a full-scale participation. Along with the mayor, in those jurisdictions with such
a figure, they are the basic input of policy elements and political considerations.
5.2.1.4. Citizens
Although representative democracy provides citizen representation through elected officials most
local governments incorporate additional forms of citizen input into the process. Some of these
forms are holding public hearings before capital budget approval, organized citizen lobbying on
special concerns, citizen surveys, establishing formal advisory committees to provide operational
departments with extra input, appointing citizens to planning boards, and using a citizen review
committee.
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5.2.1.5. Other Parties
There are two more groups that do not appear in the surveys and studies and could have an
important role on the process, although they may not be a part of the formal process.
The first one is the group of businessmen and developers that definitely can and will influence at
least some selections. They will put pressure on those projects related to their interests.
Developers are maybe the easier group to identify since their activities ask for access, water and
sewer services as well as other utilities.
The second group is that of regional planning organizations and other special authorities. They
may not have a formal role in the process either, but they may have a strong influence on the
decision-making process by setting rules and standard procedures. A great example is the Boston
area where in addition to city councils and counties there are such entities as the Boston water
and Sewer Commission, the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority, the Metropolitan
District Commission, the Massachusetts Port Authority, and the Massachusetts Turnpike
Authority.
5.2.2. Issues Related to the Capital Investment Process
Let us now take a look upon several considerations that are of utmost importance to the decision-
making process, or which could represent important areas to improve the process.
5.2.2.1. Political considerations
How should political considerations affect the priority-setting process? Should operating
departments attempt to anticipate such considerations along with their technical criteria? Should
they include explicit evaluation criteria on political considerations? Should they just forget about
political issues and stick to technical facts?
This is a though question. In general, elected officials do not like loosing their authority. In order
to feel comfortable with the priority-setting process they need to have some control over it, and
they need to be provided with information they can understand. In fact, this issue strongly
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depends on character and relational elements. Usually, I would say, politicians will kindly accept
suggestions if they are not flooded with technical data and provided there is enough room for
them to make the last decision.
5.2.2.2. Early Input
Although technical staff is not in charge of the political issues, earlier input by elected officials
may provide ground rules to be used by public works instances. For instance, guidance about the
main targets for the capital budget could ease the priority list at the department level. Also, clear
ranking and rating for the evaluation process at the political level would draw a "level playing
field" for competing projects from different departments.
5.2.2.3. Comprehensive Information.
To allow governments to balance lobbying pressures with factual information on the choices in
order to get a broader social and economical framework, comprehensive information on the costs
and benefits of the various projects, and their effects, would be very helpful.
5.2.2.4. Technical Issues and Improvement Opportunities in Making Capital
Investment Choices
Lifecycle costing has shown to be of greater help to achieve overall savings although this
consideration may lead to initially higher investments.
Activity-based costing also can help to benchmark actual costs allowing further savings or
service enhancement either by adopting different practices or turning the service to a more
efficient provider.
Regular systematic examination of maintenance strategies, and their related costs, should be
another point in the process of clarifying current costs and the possibility for savings or service
improvement.
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Still another one factor in this same direction would be examining trade-offs between preventive
maintenance and rehabilitation and/or reconstruction.
In fact, all these ideas get synthesized in the study of the savings or other benefits that would
arise if maintenance efforts were undertaken rather than deferred.
Hatry found that few governments require explicit analysis of the different options as input for
central review of capital project proposals, thus leading to lack of regular systematic analysis of
options in operating agencies.
The existence of formal procedures for rating and ranking alternatives has also proven to be
helpful. These procedures are usually based on condition assessment information, which needs to
be obtained systematically in order to provide estimates of the expected reduction of costs or
improvement in service levels.
Many local agencies still apply rules of thumb to maintenance decisions such as road repair
cycles. These are dangerous practices since many times the rules of thumb are based on old
studies and knowledge or standards which have not been tested for the specific jurisdiction.
Local agencies are prone to avoid the study of cost-effectiveness of new maintenance techniques,
too. Local governments tend to be reluctant to test, even as a research process, new approaches.
Getting private contractors involved in the process of maintenance is also a good opportunity to
encourage the use of more sophisticated tools and techniques, both in the public and private
sectors.
Assessing current real needs disregarding budget constraints can help to realize where the effort
stands and where it ought to be. That could represent a first major step to approach maintenance
and capital investment expenditures in a proactive manner.
5.2.3. Enhancing Capital Investment Process at the Portfolio Level
Along with financial methodologies there is another analytical method that can help to prioritize
capital allocation. This second method combines the study of the financial strategies with the
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delivery methods to produce a plot of delivery mechanisms that can help to maximize the
resources available, therefore, to allocate capital resources in a more efficient manner. This
method is extensively reviewed in the next chapter.
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6.Delivery Mechanisms
In this section a review of the delivery mechanisms to complete a project is presented. Also, a
decision method that helps to choose a delivery method is explained.
6.1. Delivery mechanisms and financial systems
A delivery strategy is how a project is achieved. The achievement of a project includes the
completion of the four major phases over a project's lifecycle: planning, design, construction,
and operation & maintenance. The way by which these phases are related one to the next over
the time is what we know as delivery or contracting strategy. The other important variable in the
big picture of a project is the finance method. There are several different ways to finance a
project but we can make a basic distinction between government funding and private funding.
Thus, a delivery mechanism/method is the combination of both the delivery strategy and the
financing system.
By combining these two variables we obtain a multitude of different methods, even combination
of methods, by which means an owner can complete a project. As construction is not
mathematics every project can be delivered using several methods and there won't be 'the
proper' method to deliver a certain kind of project. The surrounding conditions of each
infrastructure development determine which delivery methods can best suit it. And many times
more than one delivery method can be used. This is what makes the delivering and financing
strategies the variables of a project at the macro level.
6.2. The Four Quadrants Frame
The need of optimization of infrastructure spending portfolios requires the ability to compare and
contrast for each project several values for the two previously mentioned variables (delivery and
financing). Miller has developed a framework that allows contrasting and comparing delivery
methods at a macro level (Miller, 1997).
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This is not a mathematical model but a qualitative tool. This framework (see figure 6.1) features
a Cartesian system of axes. The horizontal axe displays the delivery strategy measured by the
degree to which the typical phases of a project are segmented or combined. Fully segmented
delivery means that each single stage of a project's lifecycle is performed by a different
participant and there are no time overlaps between the stages (as in a design-bid-build
procurement). On the other side, there is no totally combined delivery strategy because it is very
difficult to have an absolute scale by which we can measure this characteristic. Anyway, we can
consider a delivery strategy to be combined when design and construction overlap significantly
and also when lifecycle performance as well as construction feasibility is kept in mind while
designing (for instance, as in a design-build-operate franchise).
Figure 6.1. Miller's four quadrants framework.
The breakpoint between segmented and combined strategies is whether the party charged with
the construction (and maybe the design) is also responsible for the operations & maintenance
during a substantial part of the project lifecycle. The vertical axis represents the financing
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method measured by the degree to which private owners, government, or any public
administration provide funding for the initial delivery of the project and for lifecycle operations.
The breakpoint between direct or indirect funding is whether the party responsible for the
construction and/or operation and maintenance also provides the project financing.
With this framework we can easily see the characteristics featured by several delivery
alternatives and have a better appraisal of the possibilities offered by each one. On the other hand
we can also plot in the delivery methods being, or expected to be, used for a project portfolio.
This should allow us to better understand whether we are fully using the wide range of
possibilities offered by the different delivery methods, thus efficiently allocating our financial
resources.
6.3. Types of delivery methods
In this section we will briefly review the different delivery methods available and their location
in the framework. Only the basic methods will be exposed because the combinations resulting in
hybrid methods are almost infinite. For a plot of each delivery method into Miller's framework
see figure 6.2.
Design Bid Build (DBB)
This is what today we know as traditional method, though it was not the most common method
until the second half of the twentieth century. Miller's research proved that before the launch of
the U.S. Interstate Highway System and the Construction Grants Program for wastewater
treatment plants this method and its variations, counted only for 10 or less percent of the total of
infrastructure projects (Miller, 1997).
DBB is the current enforced method for federal and much of the publicly supported projects. The
different elements of the process (planning, design, construction, operations & maintenance and
finance) are provided by separate independent entities. There are no time overlaps between the
four stages of the delivery strategy.
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Design Build (DB)
This is the star of the moment. It is a delivery method being used more and more by government
jurisdictions. It is a variation of DBB that allows to fast track the construction by overlapping
design and construction. Thus, one participant provides design and construction while separate
independent parties provide planning, operations & maintenance and finance.
Figure 6.1. Delivery Systems in Operation Framework.
Design Build Operate (DBO)
With DBO we enter the unlimited world of combined methods. In this method design,
construction and operations & maintenance are combined and provided by one participant.
Planning and financing are provided by third separate independent participants. Usually, long
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term financing will be provided by a public jurisdiction. It can be done in several different ways
as fare-per-user (as in last British highway developments) or directly as a yearly lump sum.
Indirect Combined methods
One participant assumes design, construction, operations and maintenance and finance during the
time-span of the contract.
This method features several possibilities depending on who owns the asset during the different
contract periods. It also allows changes in responsibility for the design.
Some of the most common methods included under this label are:
. Build-Operate-Transfer; where the owner retains ownership of the asset over the
franchise period.
. Build-Own-Operate; where the franchisee is also the owner and there may or may not
be a jurisdiction that will take over after a period of operation.
. Design-Build-Operate-Transfer; the same as in BOT but the franchisee also performs
the design phase.
. Build-Own-Operate-Transfer; the franchisee is owner of the asset during its franchise
period. The promoter takes over the asset at the end of that period.
Turnkey
This is a quite special delivery method because although it is a variation on DB it features a big
amount of combined stages as well as some indirect financing. One participant is responsible for
design, construction and financing during construction, while operations & maintenance and
long-term financing are provided by other parties. This method was developed to satisfy the need
of owners who did not want to get involved at any time of the process until the facility or asset is
already operational. That explains why it is usually plotted on the fourth quadrant, the final
owner pays for the long-term financing. Though, regarding the segmentation of the delivery
process, it could be placed on the first quadrant, too.
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As previously stated there are almost infinite combinations between the two variables and the
basic delivery methods, so there are infinite hybrid delivery methods.
6.4. Choosing the appropriate delivery method
In this section Gordon's method for choosing the appropriate construction contracting method is
presented (Gordon, 1994). This method is presented here not as the only way to choose the
appropriate delivery method, but as a logic flowchart useful as a guide.
Gordon's paper works with delivery strategies rather than delivery methods. That is because he
builds his argument around four concepts being the four parts of a construction contracting
method. These four parts are scope, organization, contract, and award (see Figure 6.3). Although
slightly different to the delivery methods list presented above, each contracting method here
employed can be easily tied to a delivery method by including the kind of funding strategy. So
the process is fully useful whether working with delivery strategies or methods.
The six delivery strategies Gordon recognizes are clustered in three scopes: separate design and
construction, design-build, and design-build-finance. The six delivery strategies are: General
Contractor, Construction Manager, Multiple Primes (this three being under separate design and
construction), Design-Build Team, Turnkey Team, and BOT team (the last two being under
design-build-finance).
The overall choosing method is based on two main steps: the organization selection and the
contract selection.
The process to choose an appropriate organization starts by eliminating those organizations that
would not fit the project and owner's needs. To do that, the owner must assess three
characteristics or drivers: project drivers, owner drivers, and market drivers.
6.4.1. Project Drivers
By assessing the project drivers, the owner will be able to make a first screening among the
possible organizations to conduct the project. The project drivers are divided in five concepts:
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time constraints, flexibility needs, preconstruction service needs, design process interaction, and
financial constraints.
Figure 6.3. Table of Construction Contracting Method Components
Scope Separate Design and Construction
Organization
Contract
Award
General
Contractor
Lump Sum
Unit Price
Cost Plus
GMP
Bid
Cap
Negotiate
Qual.& Price
Time &
Price
Q., Time &
Price
Construction
Manager
Fixed Price
Cost Plus
GMP
Bid
Negotiate
Qual.& Price
Time & Price
Q., Time &
Price
Multiple
Primes
Lump Sum
Unit Price
Cost Plus
GMP
Bid
Cap
Negotiate
Qual.& Price
Time &
Price
Q., Time &
Price
Time constraints refer to whether it is necessary a fast track schedule or a more normal
sequential one can be used.
Flexibility needs is how likely the project can change during the construction process, and
changes can stem from two sources: strategy and definability.
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Preconstruction service needs depend on owner's knowledge and complexity and uniqueness of
the project.
Design process interaction refers to how much interaction does the owner want to have with the
designer during the design of the project, it depends heavily on whether the project is intended to
be highly creative, the appearance is critical, and/or its ability to serve a function is essential.
Finance constraints are the fund rising needs of the owner.
Once these drivers have been assessed a Project Drivers vs. Organization matrix (see Figure 6.4)
can be plotted, allowing to compare requirements with features and discard those organizations
that do not meet the requirements.
Figure 6.4. Project Drivers vs. Organization matrix with the requirements that each organization fulfils.
DRIVERS GC - FP GC - R CM MP DB - FP DB - R T - FP T - R BOT
Fastrack Schedule
Sequential Schedule
More Flexibility
Less Flexibility
Pre-Construction
Advice Needed
No Pre-Construction
Advice Needed
Design Interaction
Less Design
Interaction
Construction
Financing Needed
Permanent Financing
Needed
Owner Financing
GC = general contractor; CM = construction management; MP = multiple primes; DB = design-build team; T =
turnkey team; BOT = BOT team; FP = fixed price; R = reimbursable price.
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6.4.2. Owner Drivers
If there still remain more than one organization, owner drivers can be used to narrow the
selection. They also help with the contract and award selections. There are five owner drivers,
too: construction sophistication, current capabilities, risk aversion, restrictions on methods, and
other external factors.
Construction sophistication relates to how much knowledge does the owner have about
construction, and how much advice he will need. Owners with little knowledge will require a
method that provides someone to advise them.
Current capabilities is an issue tied to construction sophistication in the sense that although
having the knowledge, the owner might not be able to staff the project, thus requiring either to
hire new staff or choose such a method allowing to avoid that problem.
Risk aversion refers to the amount of financial risk the owner can or is willing to bear.
Restrictions on methods can be several things, as laws requiring one method or forbidding
another.
Other external factors can include anything not previously mentioned such as choosing a
particular contractor for political reasons.
Once these drivers have been assessed, they have to be compared to the characteristics of the
remaining organizations and eliminate the inappropriate ones. Restrictions on methods and other
external factors should be considered first.
6.4.3. Market Drivers
The last step towards the organization selection is to assess the market drivers. Their goal is to
help the owner understand the project business environment so the award method will be
properly chosen. They are clustered here because one driver, the availability of appropriate
contractors, can be helpful in eliminating organization types. There are three market drivers:
availability of appropriate contractors, current state of the market, package size of the project.
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Availability of appropriate contractors. The owner must be sure that appropriate contractors for
each of the considered delivery method exist in the location of the project.
Current state of the market. The owner must assess the market conditions at the time. This can
affect how and when to best bid the project.
Package size of the project. How the owner packages the project may maximize efficiency and
gain the most from market competition. Small projects can be combined with others, and large
projects can be broken down into smaller packages depending on the conditions of the market.
Market drivers are based on the judgement and experience of the project team. There are no
exact answers, but a general feel for the market may be helpful to take advantage of the market
conditions.
6.4.4. Contract selection.
The contract is the agreement of how the owner will pay the contractor for work performed.
There are two general types of contracts: one, fixed price; two, reimbursable. Fixed price
contracts are lump sum, unit prices, and a cap. Reimbursable contracts are cost-plus-fee and
fixed fee. There is a hybrid type frequently used called guaranteed maximum price, which
reimburses the contractor up to a certain limit.
The contract decision should arise from risk allocation. There are many risks involved in
construction, however, the most important risk when choosing the contract type is financial risk
(the risk associated to the final cost of the project).
6.4.4.1. Risk assessment
To assess the risks involved in a project the owner must look back at the project drivers. The
most important issue is the flexibility required during the process. That means what will be the
finality and completeness of the construction documents at the time of the award.
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Lack of final and/or complete information at the time of the award will create financial risk in
the total cost.
6.4.4.2. Allocating risk
Quoting Levitt: a balancing of the risk should be sought between the owner and his contractor or
designer in order to utilize the incentive value of bearing risk while minimizing a contingency
charged for accepting the risk (Levitt, 1980).
The important point to understand is that shifting risk to another part is not always worth. Risk
should be borne by that part being more able to handle it. This will depend on the ability to
control the risk, the possible reward for controlling it, and the financial position to assume the
risk. If risk is shifted to a party that is not comfortable handling it, it will put a large contingency
for preventing it, thus increasing the final cost.
In negotiating a fair contract, or series of contracts, between the parties lays a key point to avoid
adversarial relationships among them.
6.4.5. Award Method Selection
It is important to define the award method because of the unique nature of most construction
projects. That means that there is no list price for what a project should cost.
The two extremes of award methods are lump-sum competitive bidding (open to anyone) at one
end, and single-source negotiation at the other. There are many variations in between. The most
common ones are bidding with prequalifications of contractors, multiple parameter bidding, and
competitive negotiations.
Bidding is often seen as the method providing the most efficient cost for a project although it can
be the source of problems when a contractor is not well suited for the work or does not fit in the
owner' s work philosophy.
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Negotiating a contract, on the other hand, can achieve better relationship, but if only one
contractor is involved the owner will not get appropriate market input.
The issue here is whether construction is seen as a commodity or as a service. In reality, it
involves both. In a properly designed project many parts, such as labor or materials, are
commodities, while some attributes as technical expertise and management abilities are of value
as a service.
The key to determine a successful award method is to properly isolate each part -commodity and
services- and awarding them in the appropriate way: commodities by bidding, and services with
multiparameter bidding or negotiation.
A final issue is the existence of regulations that restrict the available awarding methods, such as
minimum percentage of work done by contractor's own labor, prevailing wage rules, or local
residents hiring goals. These must be included in the award process.
6.4.6. Flow Chart
The flowchart presented in figure 6.5 (next page) is a scheme of the previously presented process
to select a method.
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Figure 6.5. Method selection flowchart.
Use Project Drivers to Eliminate Inappropriate Organizations
- Time Constraints
- Flexibility Needs
- Pre-Construction Service Needs
= Design Process Interaction
- Financial Constraints
Use Owner Drivers to Eliminate Inappropriate Organizations
a Construction Sophistication
- Current Capabilities
= Risk Aversion
- Restrictions on Methods
= Other External Factors
Use Market Drivers to Eliminate Inappropriate Methods
= Availability of Appropriate Contractors
m Current State of the Market
- Package Size of the project
Use Risk Allocation and Project, Owner, and Market Drivers
To
Choose Contract Type
Use Commodity vs. Service Analysis
To
Choose Contract Award Method
Use Judgement and Experience to Create
the Final Contracting Method from Remaining Options
6.5. Wrap-up
Once we have gone through the process of selecting the delivery strategies available for each
project included in a portfolio, we can try to balance the several alternatives we have at the
portfolio level.
The different combinations of these alternatives will give us several expenditure scenarios from
which we can choose the one that better fits our funding sources.
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PART II. Infrastructure Management Systems
7.Introduction to Part II
In this part we will basically review tools intended for current assets management. Because of
the way infrastructure systems are managed, the most common situation is having maintenance
management systems on the one hand, and on the other, capital investment-decision support
tools.
7.1. Historic review
Management systems for highway infrastructure were the first to be developed and have been in
existence for 30 years. They were among the first applications of the technology of mainframe
computers to civil engineering. The early systems featured the following capabilities (Markow,
1995):
= The ability to organize and summarize large quantities of data, enabling users to
reduce large problems to aggregate descriptions of key characteristics.
- The ability to automate repetitive, lengthy and complicated calculations freeing
people from these tasks and allowing them to face new problems that formerly were
intractable.
= By analyzing large number of scenarios quicker they enabled the ability to show the
implications of different decisions in technical and economic terms.
Some examples of systems developed in the later 1960s and early 1970s are the following
(Markow, 1995):
= Highway survey systems, which processed survey data using geometric relationships
to establish the correct alignment and to check closure of the survey results.
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- Pavement design and analysis systems, which solved problems of pavement structural
and materials properties using elastic or viscoelastic layer theory.
- Optimization of route alignment systems, which calculated optimal horizontal and
vertical alignment according to specific criteria.
- Maintenance management systems, which tried to rationalize the provision of
maintenance services, to introduce objective measures of productivity, resource
requirements, work accomplishment, and costs of maintenance activities.
= Economic analysis of design-maintenance trade-offs systems, which examined trade-
offs between road design standards, road maintenance standards and practices, and
road user costs to help identify an optimal strategy of road design and maintenance
that would maintain an adequate level of service through an analysis period.
The first three systems listed were more oriented to engineering rather than management uses.
Anyway, they helped to the design and adoption of management systems in the following ways
(Markow, 1995):
- By their successful implementation and use they contributed to extend acceptance of
computer system applications, and encouraged academic and research activities
including work on management systems.
- They became a source of technical elements that could be used in management
systems.
= They stimulated thinking about new logical and mathematical approaches to problems
including those related to management.
" They relieved engineers from performing large number of routine, repetitive
calculations.
" They provided solutions to problems that had been intractable or difficult to solve.
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- They could reduce large quantities of data to a more aggregate and easily
understandable format.
They also had problems being the most important the fact that the complex solution approach
was difficult to explain to those who relied on the information produced by the system, leading
to a black-box syndrome.
Nevertheless, by reducing the limitations on the type and amount of information that could be
addressed at one time, they encouraged a broader view of problems helping to break down
barriers between disciplines of knowledge, thus enabling engineers and managers to view
information about a problem in new ways.
The success of early systems led to a continuing evolution of highway management systems
during the 1970s and 1980s. They increased in their sophistication in data processing, and
analytic techniques. As the computer capabilities increased so did the scope of problems that
were addressed, and the level of detail and the precision. Along with this greater depth of
investigation came a broadened scope of application. Economic analyses of infrastructure were
extended to more extensive applications dealing with investments in road networks. In developed
countries that led to pavement management systems and bridge management systems.
The early systems were stand-alone and often maintained control of their respective data. That
led to a compartmentation of responsibilities for management information, featuring duplication
of data, analyses, and paths of information flow. Uncoordinated division of responsibility led to
different analyses and results describing the same activity.
Perceptions of how management systems needed to serve user needs shifted fundamentally in the
mid-1980s with the introduction of the personal computer. The PC brought to users new, or
renewed, analytic tools such as spread sheets, databases, and graphics. The PC impressed upon
managers the desirability, and ability of tailoring data and analyses to personal preferences and
needs, while still maintaining a consistent management strategy and approach. The PC also
helped to break down the black-box syndrome.
However, technology was only the enabler, but not by itself the driving force creating a need for
solution.
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7.2. Current trends in Highway Management Systems
Although the elements presented in this part are extracted from a discussion on highway
management systems they can easily be extrapolated to other infrastructure management
systems.
The current trends in the USA in infrastructure management systems are strongly influenced by
the approval of the federal Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) in
December 1991. The ISTEA included a mandate for seven management and monitoring systems.
These seven systems address the management of highway pavements, bridges, congestion, and
safety; public transit assets; intermodal facilities and functions; and monitoring of traffic data.
ISTEA lists specific requirements for management system content. As many DOTs had already
implemented several or all of these features the items listed here should be interpreted as a
codification of what are generally understood to be essential pavement and bridge management
systems features and characteristics. The following list displays the key provisions of the Interim
Final Rule for pavement and bridge management systems.
Pavement management systems shall include capabilities for pavement data collection and
management, including the following (Markow, 1995):
- An inventory of physical pavement features.
- A history of project dates and types of work performed.
- Condition surveys that include ride quality and different categories of pavement
surface deficiencies.
- Traffic information, including volume, composition, and loads.
- A database that connects all files related to the pavement management system.
They also have to include capabilities for pavement analyses, to be performed at a frequency
consistent with a state's pavement management objectives, including the following (Markow,
1995):
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" Identification of the distribution of pavement surface condition throughout the
network.
= A pavement performance analysis module.
- Investment analyses comprising: (1) a network-level analysis of total pavement
program costs; and (2) a project-level analysis.
- For appropriate sections, an engineering analysis related to the technical evaluation of
pavement design, construction, rehabilitation, and preventive maintenance, as these
relate to pavement performance.
Bridge management systems shall include a database and an ongoing program for the collection
and maintenance of the bridge inventory, inspection, cost, and supplemental data needed to
support the system.
Bridge management systems shall include a rational and systematic procedure for applying
network-level analysis and optimization to the bridge inventory. The procedures shall have the
ability to (Markow, 1995):
= Predict deterioration of bridge elements with and without intervening actions.
- Identify feasible actions to improve bridge condition, safety and serviceability.
- Estimate the costs of actions.
- Estimate expected user cost savings for safety and serviceability improvements.
" Determine least-cost maintenance, repair, and rehabilitation strategies for bridge
elements using life cycle cost analysis or a comparable procedure.
= Perform multiperiod optimization.
" Generate summaries and reports as needed for the planing and programming process.
ISTEA also specifies more generally the requirements for use of life-cycle costs in the design
and engineering of pavement and bridges.
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7.3. Future Trends
Several paths of development can be found today in the literature. The main two are those
following the path of vertical integration and those following the path of horizontal integration.
Vertical integration means coupling maintenance management decision making with capital
investment decision making and is the basic trend in agencies in charge of quite homogeneous
infrastructure systems such as DOTs or railroad agencies. In this case the challenge comes when
trade-offs between maintenance, replacement, and new construction actions have to be balanced.
Horizontal integration is trying to build systems that can cope with several different
infrastructure systems. This is a more common trend among jurisdictions such as cities or towns,
and it usually sticks to maintenance management. In this case the challenge is about evaluating
the relative importance of asset's condition for each element in its specific system, and at the
same time, being able to compare these ratings among different systems. For instance, it is
relatively easy to rank priorities within a road network, or a sewage system, but how do we get to
compare these necessities when we have to build a list that includes both roads and sewers?
At a second level, the developments are also divided among those who seek for as much
automated decision as possible, and those others who just look to help more "human-based"
processes.
Other categorizations can be established when it comes to the technology involved: PCs,
mainframes, inclusion of remote monitoring, etc.
The fact is that almost every paper read has shown important differences compared to the rest.
7.4. Basic Requirements for Infrastructure Management Systems
In fact, it is quite complicate to establish a clear division among the several types of
infrastructure management systems. I have chosen to break them down in maintenance
management systems and capital investment systems but there are hybrid systems which arise
from the fact that there is no clear division between operations and maintenance and capital
investment.
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As long as specific systems for capital investment are not so common as systems intended for
maintenance management, we are going to look first at maintenance management systems. For
maintenance management systems a close review is presented. Later in this chapter a less
rigorous review of capital investment systems will take place in the form of an enhancement of
model formulation to include improvement actions in a model for maintenance.
Maintenance management systems usually can be broken down into five modules. These five
modules are inventory capability, asset evaluation, predictive module, intervention module, and
scenario preparation (Danylo, 1998).
7.5. Inventory Capabilities
This is a basic requirement. Any system intended for management has to provide the feature of
knowing what is being managed. There are now a vast array of systems, computerized or not, to
assist managers in establishing the details of the types of assets that they must maintain.
Infrastructure can be graphically represented as a set of networks (highways, utilities, railroad,
pipes, etc.) The basic elements in a network are nodes and links. These elements can be
assembled in a spatial database to form a complex infrastructure network. Two techniques are
commonly used to build those databases: automated mapping (AM) and geographic information
systems (GIS).
7.5.1. Geographic Information Systems
GIS can be defined as a system designed to efficiently capture, store, update, manipulate,
analyze, and display all forms of geographically referenced information (Holdstock, 1998).
GIS relies on the integration of the three following areas of computer technology (Holdstock,
1998):
- Graphic capabilities to depict, graph, and plot geographic information.
- Relational databases to manage and store graphic and nongraphic data.
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a Spatial analysis capabilities to facilitate manipulation and spatial analysis.
GIS uses three map features to model geographic information (Holdstock, 1998):
" Point feature: a single set of basic coordinates (usually in a Cartesian coordinates
system) that represents a feature too small to be depicted as a line or an area.
- Line feature: a set of ordered or linked coordinates that represent the shape of a
geographic feature too narrow to be depicted as an area.
= Area feature: a closed figure (series of arcs comprising its boundary) whose boundary
encloses a homogeneous area with regard to a certain characteristic, such as type of
soil.
In GIS spatial relationships can be computed from the coordinates of the infrastructure features.
These relationships should be then stored in the spatial database as attributes. Databases storing
such relationships are called topological. The advantages of creating and storing topological
relationships are (Holdstock, 1998):
- Efficient storage of the spatial data.
" Faster processing of the spatial data.
- Ability to process the larger data sets.
- Capability to conduct spatial analysis.
GIS are very powerful tools that sometimes are far exceeding the required features to properly
manage infrastructure. Basically infrastructure systems featuring linear assets (for instance,
roads, mains, power lines) do not need all the capabilities arising from polygon handling.
Another technique that just deals with lines and points is enough.
7.5.2. Automated Mapping
Automated mapping is a basic tool that assists a user in the following activities (Lee, 1995):
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- Linking the data in the database to a base map of the infrastructure network.
" Accessing the infrastructure data through maps.
" Displaying a variety of data on a map of the infrastructure network.
" Providing data display and data editing functions through graphics.
" Creating maps of the infrastructure management reports.
The advantage of AM is the ability to look at infrastructure in geographical context and
graphically examine relationships between infrastructure elements. AM can retrieve attribute
data from the database and make various maps of the system according to the attribute data. AM
can be effectively used as an aid to visual analysis of large infrastructure databases, and it can
produce maps of infrastructure intervention locations (Lewis, 1991).
AM is concerned with geometry and placement of spatial objects, but not with topology (for a
more accurate treatment of topology refer to Holdstock, 1998). However, topological
relationships can be efficiently handled through the use of a one-and-a-half dimensional linear
referencing method instead of the two-dimensional topology normally employed by GIS. A
spatial database is called "topological" if it stores relationships of infrastructure features by
computing the relationships from the coordinates of the features.
AM can use and perform a spatial analysis in one-and-a-half dimensions using a dynamic
segmentation technique. The one-and-a-half dimension stands for the fact that the spatial
analysis can only be performed on lines and points, not including polygons. Dynamic
segmentation refers to the ability to cross-reference data from several types of infrastructure
networks.
The decision to use GIS or AM depends on whether the spatial analysis capability is needed or
not. When the infrastructure management system only needs to bring the data up from the
database for display on a map, AM can offer that mapping capabilities at much lower cost.
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7.6. Asset Evaluation
Knowing the condition of assets is essential when determining the interventions required to
extend their useful life. Today there are many techniques and specialized firms that can achieve
almost any kind of condition assessment. The most important characteristics of an evaluation
process are reliability and repeatability.
Although asset evaluation can seem a simple issue, it is not. Scope of the monitoring, data
acquisition, storage, and processing, and information output can be a major problem when
defining an infrastructure management system.
7.7. Predictive Module
This module is necessary to understand how any asset deteriorates over time and how any
intervention can affect its degradation curve. An expensive intervention that has a little effect on
the remaining useful life of the asset is wasteful; in many cases, less expensive but more frequent
or better-orchestrated interventions will have a more pronounced effect on the remaining life of
the asset.
Most of the current infrastructure management systems use transition probabilities to predict
deterioration. These probabilities are computed from historical data and in order to ensure a
proper computation process should use specific records for each element in the infrastructure
system.
In point 7.10.2 we will see a specific problem formulation that will clarify how infrastructure
management systems work.
7.8. Intervention Module
The key to efficient management of any infrastructure is knowing what to do and when to do it.
There are now more ways than ever to repair, rehabilitate or reconstruct any element of our
infrastructure. So establishing sound intervention activities is a key issue to the system. A very
well formulated model will not be useful if the resulting policies are awkward.
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All details of known interventions and their applicability to a particular jurisdiction must be
contained in this "technical module."
7.9. Scenario Preparation
Finally, each system contains a module that will prepare maintenance scenarios based on many
or few inputs. In some cases, it can be single factor like a total spending limit. In other cases, it
can be more sophisticated and include such directives as splitting the funds among several types
of activities (preservation, conservation, rehabilitation) or affecting certain percentages to minor
or local assets versus major or general assets. In most cases, work schedules can then be
automatically drafted once a scenario is chosen.
Not every system needs to have fully developed all of these characteristics. Not every system
needs to be computerized. And not all jurisdictions can afford to feed a maintenance system that
requires a lot of data. However, in theory, each system should be able to provide its owner
correct recommendations based on adequate and valid input, current knowledge of the rate of
deterioration of the infrastructure concerned, and known methods of intervention.
7.10. Special topics
7.10.1. Mapping and Record Keeping for Infrastructure Systems
(The information in this chapter was mainly obtained from Pickering, 1993.)
In order to manage properly anything, the first step we must undertake is getting to know what
we are about to manage. For systems as complicated as infrastructure networks the task can be
tricky, even overwhelming. That is the reason why mapping and record keeping for
infrastructure is the "infrastructure" of the infrastructure management. I would like to spend a
few pages talking about this issue since many agencies, and certainly when we talk about small
or medium cities, do not get the crucial importance of it.
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The following paragraphs and sections on mapping and record keeping may seem too much
writing for such a problem, but those involved with records in municipal instances can tell about
how big the problem really is. So I think that the effort of reading through it is worthwhile.
The first step towards an efficient infrastructure management is to know what needs to be
managed. In order to do that, we need accurate information about the physical assets being
elements of the system. This means up-to-date records (basically maps and/or plans). So
managing and maintaining appropriate records is a non-skipable issue for infrastructure systems
management.
7.10.1.1.The need of accurate information.
The infrastructure needed to provide and support the services that urban areas require may be
provided by several different organizations including municipalities, other public
administrations, and/or private companies/entities.
Staff at all levels requires accurate information to be able to perform their duties. So the
collection, processing, and storage of this information has to be managed properly. This
information will usually come from a variety of sources so collecting and sorting as well as
building up and maintaining an effective database is a non-disdainable task. The information
needs to be available and ready to be abstracted in a usable format for anyone in need. Also, it is
important to build a flexible database that will allow feeding information back into the records. A
schematic record system process is shown in figure 7.1.
The second issue after database build up and maintenance is the types of records a service
provider may need in order to manage infrastructure. Most of the information is geographically
related (areas, zones, systems, buildings, etc.) and can be referenced spatially. Hence, it can be
kept on map-based record systems. The different types of records are listed in table 7.1.
In addition to in-house need for records there is another powerful reason pleading for good data:
to respond inquiries from users and other outside organizations
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Figure 7.1. Schematic management process for an information system.
Providers of Information
Urban Planning Other Utilities All Internal Sections Base Map s
and Departments
Transfer Compile Process
Database :
Spatial and Physical Operational Status Performance Financial Costs, etc.
Information of Assets Condition
Retrieval Process Transfer
Users of hfrmation
Urban Planning Other Utilities All Internal Sections and Departments
7.10.1.2.The need for maps and records for infrastructure management.
So there are three main elements that address the need for records in each infrastructure system:
to run the service properly, coordination of services, and to secure service's quality.
7.10.1.3. Proper management of urban services.
Irrespective of ownership, an infrastructure system has to be managed and controlled in a way
that ensures its present objectives are reached. This means that the infrastructure system should
operate as a business, although profit may not be of the utmost significance.
This business-driven requirement relays on precise information to manage the assets, plan
extensions, design new works, and carry out systematic operations and maintenance. There is a
need of sufficient data on the network, for instance, to analyze capacity, performance, and
condition. Full details on the properties and customers served are required to support the income
base. Also, senior management needs correct data to guide investment planning and asset
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management. Such data guarantees that the best use is made of available funding and that sound
arguments are used for continued investment.
Table 7.1. Types of records
Category of Record Information
Maps to various scales Annotated to show assets, networks
Schematics How networks are configured/operate
Details Plans/sketches of particular features, junctions, controls
Inventory of assets Location, use, design
Standards and policies Levels of service, environment, quality that should be provided
Condition of assets State of structures, pipes, cables, etc.
Performance of assets Treatment/ carrying capacities, quality of product, losses/leakage
Status Assets in use, on stand-by, or stood down
Customer details Connections to/ users of systems, consumption, passengers carried, etc.
Expenditure Accounts/costs of construction, purchases, operating, maintenance,
renewals
Income/Revenue Sources of, charges, customers accounts
Maintenance Details of preplanned (routine) and reactive (emergency) servicing,
repairs, rehabilitation
Because most systems operate smoothly for much of the time, the usefulness of good records
does not usually arise until a problem occurs. In that case good information would allow quick
action and minimization of adverse consequences.
There are two aspects of records of particular concern to infrastructure systems management: one
is the basic details of the physical layout, and the second is the specific recording system used for
each process. The basic details of the physical layout are the actual location of physical assets
such as pipes, cables, meters, street lights and so on. These records can be used to derive other
valuable information such as number of properties served, total asset value, age, or condition.
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The recording systems used for each process should be the most suitable taking into
consideration staff skills and knowledge, and technology available. It is essential to understand
not only how these records will be used, but also what quality and quantity of data should be
stored on them.
Finally, it is essential for an infrastructure system to be able to identify all of its customers. And
not only for financial purposes, but also in order to provide an efficient and excellent service (for
instance, if there is a lack of information on solid waste disposal locations adverse consequences
for health and safety can occur).
7.10.1.3.1. Coordination of services.
Another important issue about infrastructure systems is that someone needs to know what
services are provided by all the utilities in an area. Usually municipalities perform this task,
which many times it only implies knowing about the existence. This is important to accurately
plan extension of services, or the city itself. Also utilities find they need to exchange information
regularly. The benefit of having accurate and good records may reduce the risk of asset damage
or accident.
7.10.1.3.2. Quality of service.
Utilities exist primarily to provide a service to the community. Often, the service is fundamental
to the quality of life. Either publicly or privately provided, maps to record the connection
between the source of supply and each customer are important to ensure a good quality of service
to the customer.
Having good records is also required for reasons of safety, either because the infrastructure
system involved handles an inherently dangerous product or because if the product is
compromised it might harm public health. Adequate mapping reduces the risk of accidental
damage to system's assets and hence raises the level of safety, both to the public and to the
operations of the utility.
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7.10.1.4. Technical Issues
The technical issues are divided into the following topics: base maps (type, availability, format,
spatial referencing); record map (data sources and collection, format, level of detail); drafting
facilities; and storage, use and up-keep of records.
7.10.1.4.1. Base Maps
There are two common base map types in use, topographic and cadastral. The information kept
on cadastral maps (property boundaries, and other details regarding land information and
registry) are, in general, not useful for infrastructure system recording.
However a single set of topographical maps cannot meet the requirements for all the systems.
Some systems will need large scales; others will be satisfied with smaller ones. It depends on the
amount of information the map has to display.
Sometimes the appropriate scale is not available because standard sets of topographic maps are
not produced for each scale. Anyway, this problem is coming to an end with the spread of
computer-based cartography. This new technology allows printing any scale we may need. Also,
associated with computers there is a new way to record infrastructure information. It is the so-
called automated mapping, which is useful for those systems that do not need topographical
reference.
The format makes reference to the amount of initial information displayed on the map. It has to
be enough, and simultaneously leave room for specific annotation. This issue is also being
addressed by means of digital mapping.
Another important question is what reference detail should be included on the base maps. For
large scales street names and house numbers are the appropriate references, but for smaller scales
a grid referencing system becomes more applicable.
7.10.1.4.2. Record maps
Once the base maps are available they need to be modified to feature the required information
specific to each infrastructure system. The record maps have to be complete, of quality, and
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useful. For utility maps it is convenient to differentiate between the base topographic maps and
the mapping of those details relevant to the system.
7.10.1.4.2.1. Format of record maps
An important issue with regard to record maps is the format under which they are kept. A clear
policy needs to be established governing the acceptable formats for each level of information.
7.10.1.4.2.2. Level of detail on record maps
Another important issue regarding record maps is the level of detail displayed. In any system of
record maps, a balance has to be achieved between the amount of detailed information that is
included on the maps and the usefulness of those details. The cost and effort to maintain that
level of detail must also be taken into account (this is also true for condition assessment: a
balance between the detail of the information gathered and the scope of the survey needs to be
done. In other words, what is best: a high-resolution photography or a low-resolution movie?).
Another point to keep in mind is the effort and cost to maintain that level of detail. There are
three main kinds of detail. First, the physical detail of the system (location, size, material, age,
etc. of assets). The second is the operational detail, which must include information about
condition, number of failures, normal demand, and the usual status of valves or switches. Finally
and third, there is the managerial detail, which includes the capacity of the system, its
performance, and information on where and how it can be expanded. Each of these levels of
information can draw on the others.
7.10.1.4.3. Drafting facilities
Record maps cannot be maintained or updated without adequate drafting facilities. Although the
department in charge of new works usually has some drafting capacity, no resources are
allocated for drafting on the operations and maintenance department. Consequently, technicians
or engineers in that department may be asked to upkeep the records, burdening them with a task,
which is usually not satisfying.
Usually, utilities that do not have drafting facilities call on an outside agency to upgrade their
records. The trouble with that procedure is that at the end of the project the utility will have an
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excellent set of plans but still no in-house facilities for maintaining them. Within a relatively
short time the records will again be in poor shape and the cost of the project will have been
almost completely wasted. So before undertaking such a decision the resources to maintain the
records have to be in place.
7.10.1.4.4. Storage, use and upkeep of records
It may seem an obvious statement saying that records should be safely stored and copies
provided for day-to-day requirements.
7.10.1.4.4.1. Storage
In record storage there are three principal issues to cope with: first, availability of the
information; second, safety of master records; and third, classification of records. Availability
means that the information must be easy to obtain by the person using it. Master records should
be stored in a secure way to guard against physical deterioration, thus ensuring that they can be
copied or restored in the event of loss. Finally, some sort of indexation has to be built for the
sake of easy retrieval.
7.10.1.4.4.2. Record use
As mentioned earlier, whatever system of mapping and recording the utility uses, it should be
readily available to the staff at all times. The facility for making copies is another important
consideration. Also, there will always be many users who need copies of some or all of the
records. Even when advanced data storage and processing techniques are used, hard copies of
records will still be needed and hence some thought will have to be given to reproducing and
distributing them.
7.10.1.4.4.3. Upkeep of records
Infrastructure systems are dynamic entities. New features, changes, upgrades are constantly
made in any system. There should be an accurate and prompt updating of records to reflect such
changes, but this much-needed activity is all too often neglected. Usually small changes are the
ones overlooked.
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For this task standardization and clarity of the recording system is of the utmost importance.
7.10.2. Model Formulation. Basic Approach
The following model formulation is abstracted from a pavement management system, thus is
intended for maintenance management systems. For a more comprehensive explanation refer to
8.1, Arizona's Pavement Management System.
The optimization system consists of two interrelated models, a short-term model and a long-term
model, and it formulates the problem as a Markov decision process (Golabi, 1982). For each
asset category, the long-term model seeks the maintenance policy that minimizes the expected
long-term average cost.
The requirements are that, for any state i, the proportion of assets remain above certain level if i
is an acceptable condition and below a certain level if i is an unacceptable condition.
The short-term model seeks a maintenance policy over a planning horizon T that minimizes the
total expected discounted costs in the first T years subject to the short-term standards and to the
requirements that the long-term standards will be achieved within the first T years.
For any asset category a vector comprising the set of defining characteristics, X, defines the
condition of an asset unit (for instance, a one-mile road segment) in year n. (For instance, for
ADOT's PMS Xn contains the present amount of cracking, the change in the amount of cracking
during the previous year, the present roughness, and the index to the first crack).
A closer development of the problem can be found as an example in chapter 8, Arizona's
Pavement Management System.
7.10.2.1.The Long-Term Model
For any policy iT, let wia denote the limiting probability that the asset will be in state i and action
a will be chosen when policy n is followed,
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wt, a= lim P[Xn =i,a = a]
n --4
The Wia determine the policy and can be computed from knowledge of the transition probabilities
pi;(a) discussed later in 1.11.2. The vector w=( wia) must satisfy
() Wia 0 V i and a
(ii) Xwi =1
ia
(iii) Wja =X wipij(a) Vj
a i a
Thus, for any policy 7c, there is a vector w which satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii) with the interpretation
that Wia is equal to the steady state probability of being in state i and choosing action a when n is
employed. The reverse is also true, if a vector w satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii) there exists a policy 7r,
such that if it is used the steady state probability of being in state i and choosing action a equals
to Wia.
The long-term model seeks to minimize the expected average cost while maintaining long-term
standards. Since w is independent of time,
qi= Wia
a
Is the long-term proportion of assets in state i under a given policy. We seek a policy that would
minimize the expected average cost subject to performance constraints on qi.
Let c(i,a) denote the maintenance cost of an asset unit (the basic element used to model the
network) when the asset is in state i and maintenance action a is chosen. It follows that the
expected average cost under policy it equals
Y ,wia c( i, a)
i a
Hence, the problem of finding the policy that minimizes the long-term expected costs is
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(1)minimize Y w ,c(i,a)
ia
Subject to
Wia 0 V i, a
i = 1
Wja pWiapi(a)
a t a
(2)
(3)
(4)Vj
Had there been no other constraints to be met, this linear program would give a "pure" solution.
However, there are other requirements: the proportion of assets in state i to be above a number Li
if i is an acceptable state, and below a number y if i is an unacceptable state (si and 71 are the
long-range performance standards). Hence we also need
Wia > F if i is acceptable
I Wia y, if i is unacceptable
The long-term model is therefore, to minimize (1) subject to (2) - (6).
7.10.2.2.The Short-Term Model
We want to find a short-term solution such that after a given period T, the steady state is
achieved. We want to minimize total expected discounted costs in the first T periods subject to
short-term performance standards.
The objective function is
(X k Wk cia
minimize XI XWia cia
k=J a
(5)
(6)
(7)
where a is a discount factor, wk is the proportion of assets in state i in period k for which action
a is taken, and T denotes the transition period or the short-term planning horizon.
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The short-term constraints are as follow:
Let q, denote the proportion of assets (of the considered category) that is in state i at the
beginning of period n. At the beginning of the first period, the proportion of assets in any state i,
q' is known.
Therefore, the proportion of roads in state i for which actions are taken should equal this
quantity. In addition, the proportion of assets that are in any state j at the beginning of the kth
period must equal the proportion of assets at the end of the (k-1) th period. Of course, the decision
variables wi must be nonnegative and add to one in each period.
Therefore, the constraints are:
w > 0 V i, a, k = 1, 2, ... , T (8)
w I V k =L, 2, ... , T (9)
i a
Xw: q, V I (10)
a
Xw ~ z  jw,1- p4 (a) V j, k= 1, 2,...,T (11)
a i a
In addition, we require that after T periods, the steady state solution be reached.
The model first solves the steady state model and therefore it has already obtained the optimal
steady state decision variables (i.e., w* ).
For computational reasons, some tolerance is included so that the steady state is attained within
this specified tolerance, f. It also is required that the cost at the end of the Ph year not be
significantly different from the steady state minimum average cost. If the steady state average
cost is denoted by C and the tolerance by # and p we have:
wT > w* (1<) Vj (12)ja - ,ja\ I .
a
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w X W (1+<p) Vj (13)
a
w Tc(i, a) C(1 + ) (14)
a
Additionally, performance standards for the years 1, 2, ... , T are required. Let ' and y' be the
short-term acceptable and unacceptable standards. Then we have:
k>F
wi > _ if i is acceptable, k = 2, 3, ... , T- (15)
wi < y' if i is unacceptable, k = 2, 3, ... , T-1 (16)
Note that since the initial proportions are already known, and the final proportions have to be
those of the steady state, constraints (15) and (16) cannot be specified for k = 1 or for k = T.
Summarizing, the model first solves the steady state problem, i.e., minimizes (1) subject to (2) -
(6). The optimal solution, the steady state solution, then acts as a constraint for the short-term
problem where we seek to minimize (7) subject to (8) - (16).
For deeper analysis of Markovian decision processes, and linear programming refer to Denardo,
1982; Derman, 1970; and Ross, 1970.
7.10.3. Model Formulation. An Enhancement
In 1999, ASCE's Journal of Infrastructure Management published a paper by Guignier and
Madanat where a joint model for maintenance actions and improvement actions is proposed.
Before dipping into the model itself, we need to state what maintenance and improvement mean.
Maintenance includes actions that retard or correct the deterioration of infrastructure facilities
(Guignier, 1999). Improvement, meanwhile, includes actions that alter the functionality of the
facility while returning its condition to its best possible condition state (Guignier, 1999). For
instance, maintenance for highway pavements could be crack sealing or resurfacing while
improvement could be reconstruction or deck replacement for bridges.
The improvements to the model that Guignier's paper addresses are basically two:
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1. The trade-offs between inexpensive but frequent routine maintenance, and expensive but
sporadic rehabilitation actions coupled with the fact that maintenance policies have
always been recognized to depend on time (deferred maintenance, aging, deterioration)
while the improvement problem has usually not accounted for the time dimension.
2. The fact that transition probabilities do depend on time. Contrary to the considerations of
many infrastructure management systems were these probabilities are only function of
the current condition, a large body of empirical work has shown that age is a significant
determinant of asset's deterioration rate.
The problem with transition probabilities seems to be more one of a conceptual kind. Indeed,
when we think of transition probabilities at the network level (i.e., the fraction of assets in a
certain condition state that will deteriorate to another state in one time period given a selected
maintenance activity) the assumption of age-homogeneous transition probabilities is less
controversial.
7.10.3.1. Improvement Problem
As previously stated, the improvement issue has usually been formulated as a static problem.
This means that the models do not usually consider the optimal scheduling of improvement
activities over time. The decision is either to perform the improvement action this year, or not
doing it and decide next year again. This approach does not account for the savings in
maintenance and user benefits that may have produced an improvement activity performed this
year had it been delayed by a few years.
The proposed approach is the following, we start with a set of possible improvements, a set of
facilities, and a set of rules that specify whether an improvement can be applied to a facility. The
objective is to maximize user benefits resulting from actions taken on facilities subject to budget
constraints and facility interconnection constraints. This is a typical integer optimization
problem.
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7.10.3.2.The Long-Term Model
The long-term model assumes a steady state distribution of assets among the condition states,
and a steady state distribution of maintenance activities among these states. This means, for a
given state, that the same overall fraction of facilities will be found in each state in every time
period. It also means that the budget required to maintain the network in this distribution is the
same in each time period, because the distribution of activities is also constant.
This assumption is defensible because it highway agencies seek to reach a situation in which
both network quality and budget requirements are stable. The long-term model is used to find
such steady state distributions, and if they exist, to find the one that minimizes the expected
social costs (agency plus user costs) subject to quality and budget constraints.
Let Uja denote the user costs for assets in state i to which activity a is applied. Let Cia denote the
agency costs for assets in state i to which activity a is applied. And let ) denote the degree of user
cost contribution to the objective function.
The cost minimization problem is
minimize Wia (Cia + 2U ) (17)
ia
which is the total social costs, including user and agency costs, subject to
w =1 (18)
ia
1 P Wia' u(a) wY,, V j (19)
i a a
B < WiXCia <B max (20)
ia
Crnj < IIWia < Caxi, (21)
i1 a
where Bni, and Bina are budget constraints (just limiting the agency's budget) and C,i,i, and
Cnx are quality constraints (the fraction of the network in class 1 must fall between a maximum
and a minimum limit, which of course can be eliminated, i.e., when talking about unacceptable
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condition states we will set an upper limit, when talking about acceptable condition states we
will set a lower limit).
Note that the steady state solution, if it exists, does not depend on the initial state distribution of
the network.
The long-term Markov model can be run separately for different regions featuring different
whether or traffic conditions, for a range of budget constraint combinations. Then an
economically efficient budget allocation among regions can be performed, by finding a solution
where it is not possible to save additional user costs by shifting money from any region to
another.
As the problem is a linear optimization problem there exist efficient solution algorithms.
However, because the steady state represents an optimal distribution that the agency tries to
reach through maintenance actions, it is not obvious that for any given initial conditions this
steady state will be achieved within a specified horizon. This depends on the transition
probabilities, the costs, and the constraints.
7.10.3.3.The Short-Term Model
The objective of the short-term model is to take the network from its current distribution of
condition states to the distribution of condition states determined by the long-term model.
To develop a model that will integrate the two decision-making problems (maintenance and
improvement) improvement policies must become time dependent. The challenge is that the time
scales are very different being of 20 years or more for improvements and of 1 year for
maintenance. This difference makes it difficult to solve for steady state policies because in small
networks it may be very difficult to find an asset on which an improvement may be performed
every year.
The solution is to consider a different time scale for the steady state formulation. The steady state
policy should be defined on a T-year-cycle, which means that the distribution of asset's states
and actions in year k + T is the same as in year k.
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To represent both sets of decisions within the same model we need to introduce the following
notation:
- t: index for time.
- n: index for an asset.
- b: index for an action in the set of improvement actions.
m a: index for an action in the set of maintenance actions.
- i, j: indices f states in the set of the possible states of the assets.
Sw," (t): fraction of asset n in state i on which maintenance action a is performed at time t.
h 1"(t): 1 if improvement action b is performed on asset n at time t, 0 otherwise.
The following data is assumed to be known:
- C(n, t): agency cost to perform actions a and b on a unit of asset n in state i at time t.
- Ui (n, t): user cost if one unit of asset n is in the state i at time t when policy (a, b) is
performed.
- B(t): budget for year t in today's dollars.
- P.' (age(n, t)): probability for one unit of an asset to move from one condition state i to
state j between t and t + 1 when actions a and b are performed at time t; this probability
depends on age.
The problem now is to minimize the costs to users and agency subject to budget constraints,
quality constraints, interconnection constraints, and model structure constraints:
(22)minimize w"n(t) -1,"(t) . [Cf(n,t) + A-U,(n,t)
t,n,a,h,i
subject to
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wa (t=, Vn, t (23)
ia
1 "(t)= 1, V n, t (24)
b
T n t.I bT (25)
w" (t-1i() Cb'i (n, t) < > Bt) V t
t=1nba,i t=1
Cmn(l, n, t)< W (t)< C na, n,t), V l, n, t (26)
ie a
a(t+1)-1"(t+1)=XXXWn (t)-1"(t). Pia (age(n,t)), V t (27)
a I ja b
1n (t) i (t), V t, b, V (n, n') connected for b (28)
Constraint (24) expresses the fact that the actions in the improvement set are mutually exclusive.
This is achieved by including in the set all possible combinations of the actions.
Constraint (25) states that the agency is allowed to spend one part of its budget in a year to later
use the other part more efficiently. This is achieved by constraining the sum of funds used up to
any time no be less or equal to the sum of budgets for years 0 to r.
Constraint (26) is a quality constraint where condition states are combined in different classes 1,
and where the fraction of a facility in a class has a lower and an upper bound.
Constraint (27) expresses the fact that the fraction of the network in any state at a given time
depends on the state distribution and the actions taken at the previous time through the transition
probabilities.
Constraint (28) states that the same improvement policy must be applied to those facilities that
are connected (for example, bridges that must carry the same capacity).
To study steady state policies a cycle length T is defined, which introduces two more constraints
expressing the fact that after one cycle the network state and activity distributions returns to the
initial state distribution:
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w," (T) = w, (0), V a, i, n (29)
1"n (T) = 1"n(0), V n, b (30)
In fact, the cycle length T is a decision variable that will be optimized as well. The approach
presented in Guignier's paper is to solve the joint maintenance and improvement optimization
problem for a range of values of T, and then select the value of T that yields the lowest value of
the objective function.
To wrap the presentation up let us review the differences between this model and the
maintenance -only optimization model described above:
- Improvement and maintenance policies are jointly optimized.
" The improvement policy is optimized over time.
- The agency does not have to spend its entire annual budget every year; it can keep part
of it in reserve to use it more efficiently later.
m The transition matrix depends on age.
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8.Case Reviews
8.1. Arizona's Pavement Management System
This case review is based on a paper published in 1982 presenting one of the first modern
pavement management systems (Golabi, 1982). At that time Arizona Department of
Transportation had a network of 7400 miles of highways. The conditions of the roads varied
from heavily traveled interstate highways to sparsely traveled secondary roads, while climates
range from the hot deserts of the south to the snowy highlands of the north. Many factors must
be considered in deciding how to maintain a particular mile of the road including its altitude,
average temperature, moisture conditions, structural properties, and traffic density. The central
question was how poor should each road segment be before repairing it and which of the many
possible repair actions should be taken.
The implementation of the pavement management system resulted in savings of $14 million in
the first year, and forecasted savings were expected to rise up to 101 millions over the following
five years.
Roads deteriorate with time, no matter what corrective action taken. Deterioration, though,
cannot be predicted exactly and hence road conditions are probabilistic in nature. The probability
of deterioration strongly depends on the last corrective action taken
There are two possible approaches: one is benefit maximization; the other is a least-cost
approach.
Benefit maximization tries to give the best possible road condition within budget limitations by
maximizing a benefit function. A maximization model is a subjective benefit function involving
trade-offs between road conditions and road categories. While it gives expected road conditions
as a function of the budget, one cannot directly set standards and see the effect on budget
requirements.
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Least-coast approach tries to give least-cost intervention policies while achieving and
maintaining minimum standards on road conditions. A least-cost model will give directly the
budget required to keep roads at certain standards. Results are easy to understand and relate to
experience. Results can also be used directly to show the effect of budget cuts on future
condition. Minimization model allows decomposing the problem into smaller problems, for
instance, each addressing all the roads in a particular category. A third advantage is that it allows
developing a short-term model that is tied with the long-term model.
So ADOT choose to use a least-cost model which seems to be more flexible and allows for
human input while relying on less subjective functions.
The typical output from a least-cost model is a set of recommendations on intervention policies
(such as maintenance actions) that achieve long-term and short-term standards for road
conditions at lowest possible cost.
Formulating the problem as a constrained Markov decision process allows capturing the dynamic
and probabilistic aspects of the road management problem. To solve the problem and reach an
optimal solution linear programming is used.
Markov decision processes have two main components: condition states, and intervention
actions. Transition probabilities link current conditions and intervention actions to future road
conditions. When adequate data does not exist transition probabilities have to be obtained from
empirical equations relating long-term deterioration to road's structural properties. If sufficient
data is available it is best, though, to obtain predictions based on regression equations that
concentrate on short-term deterioration. Thus, transition probability ptj(a) is the probability of
moving from state condition i to state condition j in a time unit provided that action a has been
taken.
So Markov decision processes have two main components: condition states (for instance, road
conditions and types), and intervention actions (for instance, maintenance actions). The
performance of the network is then evaluated in terms of the proportion of the network expected
to be in a given condition in any year for a given intervention policy.
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Acceptable and unacceptable states are defined and the objective of the model is to find the least-
cost policy that will maintain at least a certain proportion of roads in desirable states, and not
more than a certain proportion in undesirable states.
If the optimal policy is followed, after some unpredictable length of time the steady state
condition will be achieved, this is, the proportion of roads in each condition state and the
expected budget requirements will remain constant.
The system requires two kinds of inputs: one, management inputs; and two, engineering inputs.
Management inputs are long-term and short performance standards, planning horizon, and
discount factor. Engineering inputs are cost estimates, feasible actions, condition states, road
categories, transition probabilities, and current road conditions.
The output summarizes the system actions and costs year by year for each mile of highway in the
ADOT network. The present condition of each mile and the last nonroutine action taken are used
to determine each mile's condition state, which is then matched to the system output file to
determine the appropriate action for the current year.
That model does not address factors such as economies of scale. For instance, it can recommend
for a three-mile stretch to take one type of action in miles 1 and 3 and another type of action for
mile 2. But then each sector manager has the ability and means to decide whether is worth
working it out that way or it is better to undertake the same action for the whole stretch.
After implementing the pavement management system ADOT management reorganized the
pavement management process. Decision-making was centralized and a format mechanism was
established to integrate management policy decisions.
It allows for objective and standards setting, so human involvement and responsibility is a key
point of the process.
8.2. Bridge Management Systems
Along with pavement, bridges are the first set of assets in the infrastructure systems field to
which management systems have been applied. This may be because their failure can be
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dramatic (to humans and to the performance of a road network), and they are open assets; they
are available to the eyes of anyone willing to look at. So their condition is more a public affaire
than other infrastructure assets.
8.2.1. Reasons for Bridge Management Systems
Problems faced by bridges in developed countries (see table 8.1) are very similar to the problems
faced by other infrastructure systems: increasing intensity use added to aging and shortage of
resources for maintenance and repair. In the case of bridges the direct elements of deterioration
are:
. Fast rise of volume of road traffic, particularly that of heavy good vehicles, since the 1960's.
. Corrosion resulting from several factors as the application of de-icing salt or increased
contamination of the air (even reinforced concrete bridges may present corrosion of bars).
. Inadequate waterproofing, and under-strength parapets and piers.
Table 8.1. Percentage of bridges not meeting the standards.
Faced with such problem bridge authorities in many countries had to consider how to prioritize
scarce funds among the needed maintenance actions. Therefore, those agencies started to look
for rational and consistent methods to establish an order of priority for immediate works, then to
determine the future maintenance needs on the basis of the whole life economics (asset's
lifecycle).
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Country Percentage of sub-standard bridges
France 15
United Kingdom 20
United States 40
8.2.2. Pontis
Pontis was born in response to an undesirable trend in bridge maintenance (Golabi, 1997). 80
percent of the bridges of the United States' road network were built before 1935 and many of
them were designed for less intensive conditions of use. As a token, in 1989 approximately 40
percent of the nation's bridges were, because of poor condition or other deficiencies, candidates
for the Federal Highway Bridge Replacement and Rehabilitation Program. The unavailability of
adequate funds has led to a gigantic backlog of deferred maintenance. The problem was
magnified by existing laws that required that a bridge be classified as deficient and have a
sufficiency rating of 80 or less before it was eligible for federal rehabilitation money. If that
same bridge had a sufficiency rating of 50 or less, it was eligible for replacement. The
mechanism for classifying bridges as deficient and calculating the sufficiency rating was largely
based on subjective assessment. For years the problem was dealt with by concentrating on the
larger and more expensive projects for rehabilitation or replacement as those activities were
eligible for federal funds. All that led to ignore maintenance programs.
Given the magnitude and trend of the problem federal and state authorities realized that the
approach needed a serious twist. The questions to solve were: how to select those bridges
deserving immediate rehabilitation or replacement, and what strategy should be applied to each
bridge to get the most out of available funds.
In 1989 the Pontis project was launched with the award of a project to develop and implement a
bridge management system using California's bridge network as test bench.
The main objectives that Pontis tried to solve are:
- Cost and budget efficiency
m To meet and maintain a high standard of safety for the travelling public
- To improve the riding comfort and convenience of the public
- To preserve the considerable investment in structures
- To provide efficient routes for emergency services
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- To minimize disruption, delays, and costs to users
- To provide economical routes for transport of industrial goods and agricultural
products
- To correct deficiencies within reasonable time
m To allocate resources equitably to the various geographical areas and bridge activities
m To avoid costly repairs through appropriate preventive maintenance
= To utilize engineering and maintenance personnel efficiently
= To utilize funding sources efficiently, and
- To minimize total expected costs over the long run.
As bridge condition evolution is much more unknown than pavement condition evolution, the
system had to be an interactive tool allowing for adjustments dictated by current conditions over
time. It also had to feature the possibility of analyzing several different scenarios according to
different budgetary policies.
The basic challenges that were faced are the following:
- While researchers have a considerable knowledge about various pavement
maintenance actions and deterioration rates, the same relationships are not found for
bridges
- It is not meaningful to define a uniform unit for bridges similar to lane-mile for roads
= There are more types and designs for bridges than pavements
- The various elements of a bridge deteriorate at different rates
- The various elements of a bridge may be subject to different environmental factors
- The funding situation is more complex for bridges than for other entities
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- Improvement activities are very different from maintenance activities
Regarding bridge improvement there is a major distinguishing factor: improvement includes two
sets of activities. The first set constitutes maintenance, repair and rehabilitation (for instance,
correcting scour condition or replacing wearing surfaces) which can deteriorate with time. The
second set of actions essentially deal with functional aspects (for example, deck widening, bridge
raising to gain vertical clearance) and once these actions are performed the affected aspects do
not change with time.
Economic issues and uncertainties in deterioration drive maintenance, repair, and rehabilitation
actions and their budget requirements. State-specified level-of-service goals or other
considerations of traffic issues and benefits to users drive functional improvement actions.
The approach taken was completely different to what have been suggested and practiced earlier.
The system did not use the data collected over the years according to FHWA rating methods, nor
did use an optimization technique to address the network level problem. Instead, Pontis was
based in the following key ideas:
- Use of more detailed information on condition state instead of FHWA rating method
- Separation of maintenance optimization, modeled as a dynamic process, from
improvement, modeled as a static process.
- Definition of a set of bridge elements from which all bridges in the USA could be
built
- Creation of predictive models that started with subjective engineering data but
became more accurate with time as the system learned from real data
- Maintenance optimization was carried out first by considering the network of bridge
elements and then combining the results to produce recommendations for individual
bridges
- Coordination of maintenance and improvement activities
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A really innovative concept was the fact that Pontis did not optimize the maintenance policies
focusing on bridges as the unit to deal with (the amount of data required to do that would have
turned the system useless). Instead, it optimizes the actions over 160 basic elements with which
any bridge can be "built". For every element it was found that only five actions were possible, so
the optimization problem could be addressed by solving 160 "small" optimization problems that
could be combined at a later moment.
Once reached this concept, the development of the model was quite similar to any other
optimization process. Using a Markov decision model that addressed the dynamics and
uncertainties of the condition states of each element solved the problem.
Finally the functional improvement problem is addressed by measuring the annual benefits for
improvement as the annual savings in user cost that result from undertaking as improvement
versus keeping the current condition. (For instance, a bridge with clearance restrictions forces
some portion of the traffic to detour resulting in extra travel time and motor vehicle operating
costs.) The objective of the improvement optimization model is to maximize the benefit for any
level of budget.
8.2.3. Critics to Typical Bridge Management Systems
Most of the BMSs have been developed from the background of computerized bridge inventory
and inspection report systems or databases. They are intended to be fully self contained, in the
sense that they store the condition ratings of the bridges obtained from inspections and process
the information to predict future deterioration of the bridge element, and finally produce an
optimized maintenance strategy at the network level.
PONTIS, for instance, first represents all the bridges in a network by 160 element types. The
distribution of these elements in different condition states is determined from the condition
ratings provided by the inspections. Probabilistic transition models (deterioration models) are
then used to determine the future condition distributions of the element types corresponding to
different maintenance strategies. The recommended strategy is found by optimizing the whole
life cost-benefits at network level. Once the network level strategy has been determined, the
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project level actions for a specific bridge can be found from the condition states of the various
elements in the bridge.
These approaches represent a major advance from the earlier situation where most maintenance
work used to be based on the knowledge and experience of the engineers in charge rather than on
any carefully developed strategy, and it was difficult to assess consistency in the reports made by
different agents.
The current BMSs are based on the following two principles:
1. Maintenance needs are directly related to the condition states of the structures.
2. The justification for any proposed work is that it will cost more later if the work is not
done now (deferred maintenance).
However, both principles can be criticized. The assumption that the extent of bridge
rehabilitation, replacement, or even preventive work only depends on its condition is not
adequate since it also relays on the load carrying capacity. In other words on its structural
adequacy.
Similar structures designed and constructed to the same requirements, for various reasons end up
with different safety levels, even for recently finished works. The implication of this fact is that
estimates of maintenance needs should be based on structural adequacy or safety rather than on
condition states of the structures. Obviously estimates of defects and deterioration are essential
for determining structural adequacy.
One important issue with condition based programs is the reliability of the reports when those
are produced by human (subjective) inspection. Those are carried out by different people at
considerable intervals of time, thus it is difficult to derive from the inspection ratings reliable
trends regarding time-related changes in the condition of any particular element. Furthermore,
generalized prediction of future deterioration rates is likely to be very approximate; any network
level prediction can therefore be used only as an overall guidance. The maintenance
requirements of any particular bridge needs to be based on bridge specific assessment which
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would normally indicate a number of maintenance options, and the network strategies can then
provide the overall guidelines for choosing the best option.
Regarding the issue of competing needs for scarce funds, the argument of future costs increase is
not a very strong one for securing funds for bridge maintenance. Possible traffic disruption
resulting from future large-scale weight restrictions imposed on unsafe bridges is likely to be a
more compelling reason for allocating funds.
A final argument against the current trends of infrastructure management systems is the time
spent to provide managers with a 'high definition picture' of the overall condition. The effort
required to fulfill all the monitored parameters makes very hard to complete the condition
assessment for the entire network in a reasonable amount of time. Moreover, the large amount of
data makes very difficult to trace back specific issues regarding specific elements of the system.
All this leads the maintenance managers to an undesirable dependency on the prediction models.
It would be better to have a less-detailed but more frequent assessment, which would give a
perspective on the general trends. Simultaneously, it would be easier to trace back a single
element of the system.
8.2.4. The British Approach
The Highway Agency with the British Department of Transport is currently developing a new
approach to bridge system management (Das, 1999). The overall objective of the procedure is to
produce a prioritized list of annual maintenance bids for the network structures, which can be
used to allocate funds. It will also provide information about the implications resulting from
skipping the funding of any part of the bids in terms of road user delay costs derived from weight
restrictions.
The process begins with the production of a strategic plan, which will provide the future
expenditure profiles for different types of maintenance work covering a period of several
decades. The method for producing the strategic plan is flexible so that to start with very
approximate methods can be used, and they can be improved in later years.
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The annual list of maintenance bids is made up of the bids determined for individual structures or
structural elements by the maintaining engineers. Each bid consist of several options of
maintenance strategies determined on an individual basis. The prioritization of the bids for the
purpose of resource allocation is then carried out by finding the best whole-life-cost option for
each structure, subject to complying with the strategic plan recommendations.
A big difference with the other current BMSs is that the process is not intended to be automatic
(i.e. determined by computer analysis). The maintaining engineers and network managers
determine the options to go forward on the basis of engineering assessment and the needs of the
network. Then people responsible for funding can decide the prioritization criteria to be used in
any particular year.
To define the types of maintenance works they start defining the critical performance level of
each structure or structural element. Normally that level relates to safety considerations. Then
they split maintenance work into essential and preventive. Essential work is the one that has to
be done when the performance of an element falls below the critical level. Preventive work is
that which needs to be done but the element still remains above the critical level. Routine work
such as minor maintenance or inspection is usually bid apart as current expenditure, but if
included with the other bids it should be considered essential.
As conclusion let us point out the innovative features of this BMS:
1. It combines the strategic needs of the network with the maintenance needs of individual
structures.
2. It takes into account whole life costing, risks and options of maintenance bids.
3. It makes assessment an integral part of the process.
4. The bids are expressed in terms of critical safety targets as well as the amount of traffic
disruption that will be caused if they are not met (and in fact, performance of the service is
what counts).
5. All engineering decisions are left to the engineer and the network manager rather than
automatically provided by a computer.
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It is an interesting new approach trying to solve several problems of current IMS -and not only
of BMS- presented in these pages, i.e. excessive computer dependency, little human decision
power, getting out of scope (monitoring too many issues to get a 'high definition picture').
8.3. Choices
Choices is a very different kind of system. In fact, it is not an optimization model from the point
of view of automated optimization. Instead, it is a decision-support system, which gives the
manager or decision-maker the opportunity to look at different scenarios but without
recommending any "best" option.
Choices is intended for capital investment decision-making at project portfolio level. It is aimed
at execution planning, this means that project decisions have already been done.
The basic idea is that historic data on revenues and expenses are entered to build the historic cash
flow. Then the system forecasts their increase, showing possible shortcomings or benefits, and
on top of the forecasted revenues and expenses it displays the cash flow of the different projects
in the portfolio.
Then by playing with the two parameters (delivery and financing strategies) several scenarios
can be generated. These different scenarios should allow decision-makers to best allocate their
resources for capital investment.
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9.Conclusions
There are two sets of conclusion: one of those related to the task of management of infrastructure
systems itself; two, those related to that tools built to help manage (the infrastructure
management systems).
9.1. About Infrastructure Systems Management
Without considering the fact that funds available to maintain, renew, and expand infrastructure
systems may be not growing, even diminishing, it is true infrastructure systems are facing
important challenges which could lead to bad performance scenarios for the assets that support
our whole way of life.
The indisputable fact is that current infrastructure systems are constantly stressed by increase of
usage. Large and heavier vehicles are riding the road systems increasing the required
performance of pavements and bridges. Random extensive-spread urbanization has severely
tautened services as water supply, wastewater, power, or solid waste collection. Much current
systems were designed for conditions that have drastically changed, use technology that is
outdated, and suffer from population growth (Bordogna, 1997).
Many times, the assets currently supporting those services are so old that neither the technology
involved is now well known, nor the records of the system exist in order to allow for a proper
management.
Another important issue is what I would call the wrong scope of management. By this I mean
that many times infrastructure systems are managed and implemented by entities that no longer
have the best ability to do so. For instance, what once was a small town where the public works
department was able to deal with the different systems now has become a large town, part of a
larger city. Its town-engineers are lost trying to cope with many different technologies, lack of
resources, and inability to stay updated about the several different options they have available to
manage their systems.
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An example of what could be the division of infrastructure systems in a medium size city, but not
intended to be the good or only one, is the case we saw at the beginning of this thesis about Saint
Paul Public Works Department. The PWD is responsible for the 850 miles city streets system,
including signals, signs, markings, streetlights, bridges, storm and sanitary collection, and solid
waste recycling. Parks Maintenance and Building and Code Enforcement are located in separate
city departments. Water is provided by a separate public utility. Gas, power, and phone are
private utility services (Eggum, 1999).
In fact, the scope of infrastructure systems management of a specific public agency lies on the
capacity and/or capabilities (staff, tools, budget, etc.) it has to deal with.
Another great example would be the different authorities tapping into problems like urban transit
and too often not coordinating their efforts well enough.
Requirements on engineers who manage infrastructure have changed. Such engineers must be
jacks of multiple trades; they must understand complexity and system impacts; they must
manage the old as well as build the new; they must know about governance and politics; they
must know more about economics and finance; and they must know what is happening outside
their disciplines. We are facing increasingly complex problems (Grigg, 1999).
A first and crucial step to face these problems is to focus strategically and holistically on the
optimal performance of systems rather than on their individual components (Bordogna, 1997).
That means that future engineers and managers involved with infrastructure systems will need a
generalist approach, an overall view of the problem being faced. A second but not less important
skill that will be required is interdisciplinarity. Because of the complexity of the civil
infrastructure system, any solution must concurrently solve social, economic, environmental,
legal, and political issues as well as technological ones (Bordogna, 1997).
9.1.1. Funding Infrastructure Systems
This may be the crux of the so-called problem of the infrastructure systems. After extensive
reading the discussion always seems to end arguing about how the deferred maintenance must be
funded. There are many people asking for new federal money to solve these issues. But one gets
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to think whether these persons are just fighting for privileges they had in the past. Maybe they
just do not want or have not come to new ideas to solve new problems.
I am really surprised that there are so many people who are afraid of bringing in private capital,
or looking at new ways to pay for public services such as direct billing (tolls or fares) instead of
general tax rising.
It is hard to avoid the thought that maybe a lot of people just do not want to change things, and
that looking for other sources of funding requires adopting new ways to work. In order to attract
private capital, it is necessary to conduct a fair competition with public agencies. This in turn
demands things such as new accounting methods -activity-based costing- in order to provide
thresholds, figures to benchmark against, or just the ability to compare. And that might be a
revolution for a lot of public agencies comfortably relying on the certainty that their area of
control is not subject to competitiveness.
9.2. About Infrastructure Management Systems
9.2.1. The "Forefront" Problem
A first problem I have found while reading lots of articles and papers is that the research and
development of infrastructure management tools seems to be on a high speed race. Everyone
wants to be on the edge of the field and this leads to a lack of integrative analysis and perspective
on what has been done, which could help to direct the future developments.
Instead, the willingness of being the next to astonish the community is tearing apart efforts that
could be added up rather than confronted.
I have had the feeling that everybody wants to be the first to solve everything. I have not found a
single report, paper or article (and I am not saying it does not exist, but I have thoroughly
searched) trying to present some sort of review and a backwards analysis of what has been
achieved up to now.
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It is also hard to find technical explanations of how infrastructure management systems are built,
what are their mathematical development or programming approaches.
A third issue related to the "forefront" problem, is the lack of studies on the performance of the
tools themselves. Each author presents its contribution claiming its achievements and
accomplishments. I have missed during my research, though, a later explanation of the successes
or failures of that contribution. Knowing if Arizona's Pavement Management System really
helped to achieve the expected savings it announced, or if Pontis is being used to the full extent
that their developers had envisioned would be very helpful.
9.2.2. Excessive Computer Reliance
This is not a critique regarding the capabilities of information technologies. Rather it is a call to
think before starting to work. Is it always worth looking for "efficient" ways to solve problems?
What I mean is that some of the issues related with infrastructure management must be
subjectively solved in the sense that there is no such thing as "efficient" for some of the
parameters involved in infrastructure management decision-making.
On the other hand, there is a trend to think that computers will be able at some point in time to
solve anything. So more and more people are willing to rely on automation technologies
forgetting about the real objective of what they are doing. So the process becomes technology
oriented and the benefits obtained from these tools are no longer overriding the costs.
Researchers and practitioners should avoid the technology trap mentioned in chapter 4.
9.3. R+D and real practice
Another important issue that falls in between the two categories above reviewed is the fact that
there is an important gap between possibilities and the real practice. The opportunities that
current management systems and computer technology offer have not been fully realized in
everyday practice of civil engineering. While researches are playing with object-oriented
database management systems, engineers in practice are beginning to use relational models.
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While researchers explore neural networks and object-oriented programming languages, the
industry still struggles with Fortran and C (Scarponcini, 1996).
It seems normal that everyday practice is following the pace shown by researchers at some
distance. Just until the new methods and developments are proven to be somehow better than
current ones. It seems, though, that the leading position of research is widening the distance in a
sense that practice engineers are not able to overcome. And one of the fundamental facts that
feed this situation is the way that civil engineers are trained through their university degrees. So
it is important to stress the need for a deeper development of information technologies in civil
engineering curricula as well as the necessity of permanent recycling of senior engineers to
maintain themselves updated not being a barrier when incorporating the latest developments.
9.4. Linguistic confusion
A minor issue, but that highlights the chaos in the world of infrastructure systems management,
is the lack of a common vocabulary.
The word system is too frequently used leading to concept confusions and unclear presentations.
Sometimes system refers to an infrastructure network, other times to a process or tool for
managing that network.
There is no clear definition for words such as maintenance, rehabilitation, repair, and
improvement. Some authors use them with a meaning and other authors give them slight
different twists but which can result in misinterpretations.
All these vocabulary issues show the very fact that infrastructure management and the associated
processes and tools are a quite new field of research and development and the people
participating in it have not established a common language yet.
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